
The Hunger Games: A Hunger, a
Game, or a Calculated Viewing
Option for Christians?
Have  you  seen  the  film  The  Hunger  Games  (HG)?  Read  the
trilogy? What is your view of its legitimacy as entertainment
fare? Its literary value or concerns regarding its brutal
theme? As the movie with the third–best cinematic opening
weekend  in  history  and  a  universal  buzz  to  match,  this
surprising piece of popular culture demands a response. I want
to discuss two somewhat opposed responses Christians may take.
I believe you can make a case for either one. What matters is
why you choose and what to do with the story.

The film has been called American Idol meets Lord of the
Flies for its unholy melding of pseudo–gladiatorial games with
live reality TV—complete with elimination, only this type of
competitive  elimination  is  indeed  Roman–styled:  it’s
permanent. What’s more, these are not hardened, adult warriors
battling it out. Young teenage “tributes” from each district
fight to the death within a mountainous domed “arena” while a
viewing  public  ogles.  Producers  create  real–time
obstacles using godlike technology to up the ante and provide
deadly tension. The whole thing is designed as a reminder of
the  rebellion  that  preceded  the  oppressive,  dystopian
government’s stranglehold on its citizen subjects. Yet, the
film (and reportedly the books) contains inherent appeal to
some moral high ground and redemption. Are there compelling
reasons for Christians to seek common ground with movie–goers
who share faith as well as those who don’t?

I  think  so,  but  first,  some  cautions,  observations  about
audiences and points that require discernment.
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A Brief Case for Critique and Avoidance

Kid–on–kid violence is just plain evil:
My initial concerns about the HG film centered on two things:
its barbarous plot line of child–on–child executions together
with its allure to children younger than the intended teen
audience.  I  asked  a  group  of  high  school  seniors  in  a
worldview–based Christian school discussion if they could, for
the moment, suspend defense of their film viewing rights and
agree  that  there  was  something  deeply  disturbing  in  and
of itself about that theme: kids killing kids. They showed a
dogged commitment to preserve the story along with their right
to view it (methinks they protest too much); however , they
admitted  a  bit  grudgingly  that  something  averse  to  human
dignity and the Imago Dei (image of God) is built into the
storyline.  Eventually,  we  established  together  that  kids
killing kids is absolutely evil.

A too–young audience:
Understandably,  the  young  worldview–trained  movie  critics
quickly went back to their arguments for its permissibility as
literature for appropriately mature youth. Which brings up
another point: when I took my own 16–year–old kids to see HG,
taking quite seriously the admonition that “parental guidance”
may be needed, I was struck deeply by the average age of
viewers. It’s a teen film and book series, but most of the
kids—who made up a good chunk of the audience—were either
pre–teen or younger. This may well be indicative of nationwide
audiences. The senior class agreed here too: that kind of
negligence is the parents’ fault.  They seemed bothered by
that, wondering how such young kids could even process the
“violent  thematic  material  and  disturbing  images”  that
assigned it a PG–13 rating. Indeed, Probe Ministries’ research
through The Barna Group shows that, though born–again parents
still hold by far the biggest sway on their child’s views,
most (at least those surveyed up to 40 years old) don’t do



well  either  possessing  or  passing  on  a
cohesive biblical worldview of their own. And that doesn’t
even speak of unbelieving parents who might show up for some
engaging  entertainment  unaware  of  the  (further)
desensitization, dehumanization and modeling this film risks.

Violent mimicry:
A  recent,  very  poignant,  Twitter  post  (tweet)  belies  the
notion that such violence doesn’t really have an effect on
young movie–goers. It said something like: “Overhearing two
12–year–olds arguing about how they’d have killed Foxface [a
HG character] better.” The relationship of real–life violence
correlated  with  viewing  violence  among  children  is
well–documented, but is easily dismissed in the case of “my
kids.” When a Christian school classmate of my daughter said
she wished that the violence in Hunger Games had been less
muted  by  camera  jiggles  and  off–screen  implications,  the
connection to her love of horror films wasn’t lost on us. The
question we need to help young people constantly ask is, “Am I
willing to be so in tune with the Lord and His desire for my
holiness that I am willing to give up my popular media and
entertainment at any given time?” If killing people is cool,
something is wrong.

Are we jaded, voyeuristic hypocrites?
One of Hunger Games author Suzanne Collins’ stated intentions
in writing the books was reportedly to forcefully critique
so–called  reality  TV.  She  derides  “the  voyeuristic
thrill—watching people being humiliated, or brought to tears,
or suffering physically—which I find very disturbing. There’s
also the potential for desensitizing the audience, so that
when they see real tragedy playing out on, say, the news, it
doesn’t have the impact it should.{1} As I left the theater, I
wondered, “Are we just one abstraction away from the curious
and jaded crowds who drank in the macabre theater of the
hunger  games  spectacle?  After  all,  we’re  watching  them



watching the killings for sport. No, I didn’t watch in order
to  cheer  on  the  “careers,”  the  professionally
trained assassins who hunted fellow teens in a pack. Nor do I
condone any such thing. But I did buy a ticket for a movie,
knowing the objectionable device by which Collins made her
point. A World magazine review by Emily Whitten says it well:
“…For  all  the  beauty  and  moral  high  ground  this  story
contains, it’s just as true that the world Collins has created
is terribly evil… For some viewers at least—especially younger
or more impressionable teens—The Hunger Games may produce the
same deadening effect on the conscience that Collins seeks to
warn us against.”{2}

“Am I my brother’s keeper?” Yes:
Then there’s what I call “the stumble factor.” When a moral
decision is under consideration––like whether to watch The
Hunger  Games  or  pass  on  it  (or,  perhaps  to  watch  it
privately)––we need to take into account the law of liberty
that the Apostle Paul set forth in I Corinthians 8: 4-13. The
essence  of  this  ethic  for  the  Christian  believer  is  to
consider the relative strength of an onlooker’s faith when
engaging in something you feel free before God to do and, to
default  to  that  course  of  action  which  avoids  making  the
weaker brother or sister violate their conscience. This is the
well–known passage in which Paul deals with the disputable
matter of meat offered to idols in a day of rampant paganism.
To  some  weaker–minded  Christian  believers,  imbibing  such
remnants of idolatry was unthinkable. However, to those who
knew  that  idols  are  powerless  and  that  all  things  are
sanctified if one’s conscience is not being violated, eating
temple–sold meat was perfectly fine.

The bottom line of the above and a similar passage, Romans 14:
13-23, seems to be: live according to your own convictions
without putting them legalistically onto others, but defer to
others’  convictions  if  you  sense  they  have  a  weakness  of
conscience or simply a different conviction on a matter not



explicitly dealt with by Scripture. As Titus 1:15 states, “To
the  pure,  all  things  [like  the  meat  from  pagan  worship
rituals]  are  pure;  but  to  those  who  are  defiled  and
unbelieving, nothing is pure, but both their mind and their
conscience are defiled.” We need to care about those who don’t
yet believe, those believers who aren’t free to act as we do
or aren’t for some reason able to expose themselves to things
related to evil in any way without being compromised by it.
Deference is godliness in this case.

A Brief Case for Engagement
The  conversation  with  the  Christian  school  seniors  was
instructive for everyone, including me. My original misgivings
about  The  Hunger  Games,  written  in  an  email  to  their
administration,  had  been  passed  on  to  them.  That
memo referenced points of agreement with a very negative film
review at an ultra–conservative Web site.{3} So, I knew going
into the class discussion that I represented to at least some
the legalistic, nay–saying, conservative older guy from that
worldview ministry. The instructor had cleverly challenged the
class with an extra credit assignment to write about the film
and many students had passionately jumped at the opportunity.
Now,  these  thinking  kids  were  ready  to  stretch  their
rhetorical wings—or watch their classmates argue, at least.

Engagement does just that—it engages:
First, I polled the class. How many have seen Hunger Games?”
All but four of the students’ hands shot up. “How many haven’t
had  a  chance  to,  but  intend  to  watch  it?”  Three  of  the
remaining four hands went up. “How many of you stayed up late
to catch the midnight premier?” A majority. “Did you enjoy
it?” Lots of heads bobbing up and down.”Okay, it seems we have
a consensus.  Next, I put a little syllogism on the board. It
went something like this:

Premise #1: Romans 12:9b says, “…Abhor what is evil, cling to



what is good.”  (Phil. 4:8, Psalm 101:3, 2 Cor. 8:21, etc.).
Premise #2: We’ve established that a central theme of The
Hunger Games is evil (kids killing kids).
Conclusion: Therefore, it is wrong or very unwise for a
believer to attend the film or read the books.

As you might expect, the reaction was immediate and, though
subdued,  passionate.  “That  misses  the  point!”  “Not
necessarily!” So we broke down the argument and concluded that
the main point of contention was premise #2: that violence
against children is absolutely wrong to do. The issue here,
they insisted, was the portrayal of violence, not the doing or
condoning  of  it.  Sharp  young  minds  caught  this  crucial
distinction, best illustrated by the fact that….

…Even God does it:
As a device, we agreed that violence and even worse elements
are sometimes used by God Himself in Scripture. I mean, one
would have to slice out entire passages like the story of
Lot’s daughters or the mass murders of Abimalech to avoid
representation of rank evil in order to decry that evil. Thus,
it’s not necessarily morally wrong to depict even heinous evil
for a moral purpose. Let your conscience be your guide (but be
sure to develop a biblically tutored conscience): The students
and I discussed similar themes in great literature from time
immemorial.   The  ethic  of  a  greater  good  coming  from
portrayals of evil in order to call it evil and contrast it
with what is good came up. Together, we landed on a more
nuanced, workable position. That’s when I let my hair down
about being a little subversive in my approach. Pointing to
the internally logical but flawed argument on the board, I
said, “Guys, this is what’s wrong with so much in the Church
today (and, I may add, why so many walk away from it)––if it’s
foisted  on  us  without  recognition  of  its  subjectivity  in
application (remember the law of liberty of conscience in
Romans 14?) and the need to reach our own conclusions outside



of legalism’s tyranny.” The room relaxed palpably.

Wrestling with the implications is necessary:
This  is  huge!  Youth  and  emerging  adults  in  churches  and
Christian schools and the homes of believing parents report a
near–universal  feeling  of  never  measuring  up,  and  of  an
us–vs–them, separatist ethos among older Christians regarding
culture. As a colleague said dolefully, “Heaven forbid that we
would actually teach them to navigate the culture through
using  a  biblical  worldview!”  But  parents  and  spiritual
shepherds can’t pass on what they don’t have. Given the stress
caused by social detachment and holing–up against the culture
with  its  attendant  fear–based  Christian  lifestyle
so  prevalent  today,  no  wonder  youths  feel  rebellious—such
disengaged cloistering should be rebelled against.  As their
teachers  do  daily,  I  was  attempting  to  model  a  reasoned,
biblically  centered  discussion  of  disputable  matters  of
conscience while calling mature students to a higher ethic
focused  on  holiness,  eternal  perspective  and  loving  one
another––unmarred  by  life–robbing,  one–conviction–fits–all
legalism. If we cannot see the difference between primary
theological  doctrines  and  disputable  social  and  cultural
outworkings like which movie to watch, the fault lies within.

Seeking redeeming elements in secular art:
I believe all art, including film and literature like The
Hunger Games, that resonates so resoundingly with its audience
does so primarily by tapping into something redemptive—after
all, the audience members are human, made in God’s image, and
thus  long  for  the  way  the  world  was  meant  to  be.  This
deep–seated  connection  to  the  hearts  of  people  with  the
redemptive themes of books and movies and other forms of art
is short–circuited by whitewashed, disingenuous portrayals of
reality often found in “Christian” art. One Christian blogger
reviewing The Hunger Games stated unequivocally that it “does
a better job of depicting Biblical truth than much that passes



for ‘Christian’ literature or film. It is not a shiny, neat,
tidy  story.  It  is  full  of  violence,  treachery,  pride,
oppression, greed, indifference, tyranny, and the misuse of
power. It kind of looks like parts of the Bible that way.” The
Hunger Games avoids the unrealistic, passionless, half–hour TV
show resolutions nearly universal in popular level Christian
fare. “Basically, it [HG] is a picture of a world without any
good news, without any gospel. It is exactly the world that we
would be living in, and that some do live in, if Jesus had not
come.”{4}  Contrasting  the  realistic  depiction  of  a  fallen
world and mankind with the gospel of hope, creative works like
The Hunger Games can be used constructively.

I offered the class several redemptive elements I saw in the
film’s heroine Katniss Everdeen (again, I’ve not read the
books).  The most glaring depiction is as a Christ–figure,
when she offers herself up in place of her young sister, who
was randomly chosen as the district’s tribute, presumably a
death sentence for her. In fact, Katniss’s character bears an
uncanny resemblance to the ideals Romans 12:14–21, at least in
a one–dimensional way (warning, this section contains movie
spoilers):

“Bless those who persecute you. Bless and do not curse them.”
Katniss’s reaction to the game, the professional “tributes”
and to the arbitrariness of “fate” foisted on her by the
show’s producers didn’t include literal blessing, but her
dignity and restraint were apparent.

“Rejoice with those who rejoice, weep with those who weep.”
Katniss seemed to be a beacon of heartfelt servanthood in the
raising  of  her  sister  and  caretaking  of  her  mother,
excruciating as it was. In a very moving scene, Katniss sings
a lullaby as Rue, her adopted little sister of sorts, dies in
her arms from a game–inflicted injury. Katniss wept bitterly
for her loss, a humanizing scene in an otherwise nihilistic
story. She nursed a girlhood acquaintance and fellow tribute
back to health from serious injury. Katniss entered into the



lives of others in a vital way.

“Do not be haughty but associate with the lowly. Never be
conceited.”—  Katniss  displays  a  disarming  unselfconscious
manner. She was told she was good with a bow and arrow by her
love interest back home and those on her team during the
games—but she didn’t come off as cocky. She originated from
the  poor  coal–mining  district  but  that  didn’t  seem  to
denigrate her as a person in her own mind. She only wondered
at  the  excesses  and  snootiness  of  the  Capital  residents
rather than resent them, and she chose to buddy up to the
weakest of the contestants.

“If possible, so far as it depends on you, live peaceably
with all.” All the other tributes came up out of their
elevator tubes onto the playing field swinging swords and
throwing knives. Katniss ran away perhaps for survival’s
sake, but she did seem to act in defiance of the Darwinian
kill–or–be–killed ethic. In this, too, she was only one of a
few.

“…Never avenge yourselves…on the contrary, if your enemy is
hungry, feed him….” Katniss didn’t set herself up to avenge
her persecutors but rather to get in their way by blowing up
the food and equipment; she didn’t fire on them from a
superior position high in the trees.  Rue, a cute little girl
who helped   turn deadly wasps into weapons against ambushing
careers  was  technically  her  enemy—one  who  might’ve  been
luring her in for the kill. In the spirit of the hunger
games, Katniss would have been wise to execute her just in
case. But she ended up feeding her and making an alliance
that went beyond the pragmatic.

“Do not be overcome with evil, but overcome evil with good.”
What did the dignified treatment of Rue’s remains say about
Katniss’s character? The film’s moral climax was embodied in
a hand sign of respect toward the cameras following the death
of Rue. This universally understood ode to the dignity of the



dead caused a brief but unsuccessful rebellion among viewers.
Katniss had risen above the crass cheapness assigned to human
lives, overcoming evil with truth and goodness. What does
that say about human nature?

Again, redemptive themes like this work because we all share
deep knowledge of the incalculable value of a human life.
What a wonderful jumping–off place for witnessing of the One
who assigns and eternally redeems that value.

The Hunger Games is a force of popular culture that raises
critical questions in a risky way. I firmly believe that it’s
not a simple issue of right or wrong whether to view or read
this powerful story. Believers need to decide discerningly, in
good conscience and with a view toward their decision’s affect
on their own mind and hearts as well as others whether to
pursue it for entertainment or cultural engagement.
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Welcome to the Machine: The
Transhumanist God

Authorized Dreams Only Please!
Have  you  ever  wondered  if  scientists  could  build  a  giant
machine to solve all the world’s problems? Or better yet, why
not just become machines and get rid of people all together?
Imagine it: no more worries, sickness, war, drug addiction, or
poverty. We can solve the world’s problems by simply getting
rid of people. This sounds fantastic but is actually the goal
of the new religion of Transhumanism, which wants to replace
the human race with machines.

 The wisest man once said there is nothing new under the
sun  (Ecc.  1:9).  Despite  all  our  modern  innovation  and
progress, the age-old desire of mankind to become God remains
the  same.  This  new  religion  is  steadily  gaining  ground,
perfectly  fit  for  our  hyper  technological  twenty-first
century.  Transhumanism’s  beliefs  are  simple,  but  their
implications will be revolutionary. They want to transcend our
mortal bodies and create a super intelligent godlike human and
machine hybrid, called a cyborg, or something like the Borg
from Star Trek. This super machine will solve all our material
and  spiritual  problems  by  curing  disease,  extending  life
expectancy  indefinitely,  and  providing  for  a  meaningful
existence through creating a continual sense of euphoria in
the  brain.  There  will  be  no  limits  to  what  this  super
man/machine will be able to do. All we need to do is surrender
our wills to achieve universal peace and happiness.{1}

Pink Floyd used to sing, “Welcome to the machine. What did you
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dream? It’s alright we told you what to dream.”{2} In the
brave  new  world  ruled  by  the  cyborg,  dreams  will  all  be
programmed and peaceful so as not to upset the inhabitants of
utopia. With this hybrid technology, someone will make our
decisions for us.

All technology expresses its creator’s values and represents a
certain view of the world, and how things should be. It is
anything but value-free. The question for us is, who will
decide  what  the  future  will  be  like  in  a  technologically
determined age?

You are What You Worship
Technology  shapes  the  human  conception  of  itself  and  its
relation  to  the  world,  including  our  view  of  God.  In  a
mechanical age, it is not surprising that people conceive of
themselves and others as machines.{3} Human relationships are
reduced  to  efficiency  and  usefulness  or  to  convenient
arrangements. For example, marriage is already largely viewed
as an economic contract between two people who may not have
anything  else  in  common,  rather  than  as  a  sacrificial
commitment.

Transhumanist philosophy takes the modern mechanistic view to
its ultimate level of altering humanity to become a machine.
The idea that we become the thing we worship finds greatest
expression  in  the  twenty-first  century.  Those  who  worship
idols become like them (Ps. 115). Those who worship money
become greedy. Those who worship drugs become addicted, and
those who worship the machine will become a machine. In the
past,  philosophers  and  poets  often  used  the  machine  as  a
metaphor of dehumanization and alienation from modern life;
modern society was thought to function like a machine.{4} This
means in a machine culture, people feel like numbers or spare
parts  and  therefore  entirely  expendable.  Individual
meaninglessness in a mechanistic society will be realized in



the very near future, so that individuals will be spare parts
and completely assimilated. The future super computer will
offer humanity everything, except the freedom not to choose
assimilation.

The machine represents the ideal existence, even the ideal
being. The idea of “salvation in the machine” derives from
modern thought in a deistic and Unitarian God who created a
clockwork  universe.{5}  Transhumanism  has  simply  transposed
that  deity  into  the  machine  itself  and  removed  the  Clock
Maker. Now it’s the clock they worship.

Transhumanism affirms artificial selection instead of natural
selection. They believe that through science and technology,
humanity can direct the cause of evolution. Humanity controls
its own evolutionary process to reach a perfectible state.
Instead of millions of years to evolve a new species, it will
be done in decades, maybe even in one generation.

The Singularity Is Near
Transhumanists  expect  the  merger  of  humanity  and  machine
around 2045 in an event they call the Singularity. This means
artificial  intelligence  (AI)  will  equal  or  exceed  human
intelligence  and  there  will  no  longer  be  any  discernible
difference. Humanity will lose all distinct consciousness and
consider itself as one being.{6}

Humanity then must change itself genetically to keep pace with
AI. This will create a giant planetary super organism that
knows no distinctions. Humanity will merge with the rest of
nature through genetic engineering, and nature will become
indistinguishable from the machine. We will no longer know the
difference  between  organic  and  inorganic,  or  natural  and
artificial,  something  already  prevalent  today  in  cities,
weather patterns, and food production.

A super organism looks something like a beehive, anthill, or



termite mound; various individual cells work together as one.
So by mid-century Transhumanism envisions total global unity,
not at the political level between states, but ontologically
and  biologically.  We  will  have  evolved  into  one  massive
planet—truly  Spaceship  Earth,  completely  interrelated  and
interdependent,  like  an  anthill.  This  will  be  the
technological  version  of  the  kingdom  of  God  or  the
Transhumanist  version  of  the  millennium.

Ray  Kurzweil  and  the  Singularitarians  believe  people  will
eventually  be  able  to  upload  their  consciousness  into  a
computer and live forever. [Note: for an intriguing Christian
perspective  on  this  idea  in  a  compelling  novel,  Probe
recommends The Last Christian by David Gregory.] The religious
nature of this movement is obvious in its millennialism or
belief in the coming perfect society, and also in its belief
in progress and immortality. Critics call the Singularity “the
rapture of the nerds,” indicating its close connection with
religious belief and millennial expectations. The Singularity
represents religious belief for computer geeks. The acceptance
of progress and human perfection makes Transhumanism the heir
of modernity, with its ideal of technological utopianism and
its  mechanistic  view  of  the  body.  It’s  modernism  with  a
vengeance.

The Artilect War
The future may not bring the perfection of the Singularity,
but  the  disaster  of  the  Artilect  War.  An  Artilect  is  an
artificial intelligence or super computer. AI researcher Hugo
de  Garis  predicts  that  the  Transhumanist  vision  will  be
disastrous and will result in gigadeath (the death of billions
of people). He hypothesizes that by the end of the century,
Cosmists, or technically modified people, will want to build
Artilects  to  join  with  humanity,  but  that  Terrans,  or
unmodified people, will oppose their construction because it
has no benefit to them. A nuclear war will ensue, probably
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initiated by Terrans as their only way to stop Cosmists.{7}

Jacques Ellul once remarked that “the technical society must
perfect the ‘man-machine’ complex or risk total collapse.”{8}
There is no other place to go but up. If the current human
enhancement project fails it may prove to have devastating
effects for the future of the human race, and if it succeeds
the human race faces techno-enslavement or pseudo-extinction
by being transformed into another species.

Will the Singularity really happen? It is very possible. Or
maybe the Artilect War will happen instead. Perhaps technology
will bring the apocalypse instead of utopia. It is all science
fiction right now, but science fiction is often correct in the
broadest terms. Recall Jules Verne’s vision of space travel to
the moon in the nineteenth century when people thought it was
pure fantasy and laughed because there was no way to break
earth’s gravitational pull. But his work inspired a generation
of rocket scientists to find a way to do it, and within a
century man was walking on the moon. Something considered
impossible was achieved.{9}

A basic principle of futurism states that anything is possible
to achieve within twenty years given the resources to do it.
And the Bible states that nothing is impossible for humanity
in  a  unified  technological  society.  Gen.  11:6  says  “Now
nothing that they imagined will be impossible for them.” This
of course is talking about Babel, but I think it demonstrates
the fact that the discussion of a transhuman transformation
should be taken as a credible threat and should be addressed
by the church.

Ethic of Limits
The essence of Transhumanist philosophy revolves around the
idea  that  there  are  no  natural  or  divine  limits  to  what
technology can accomplish. It serves the basic technological



imperative that says what can be done should be done! This
view unleashes all restraint and frees us from all limits, and
is  one  of  the  greatest  examples  of  the  church’s  cultural
captivity  since  we  do  not  present  a  different  view  of
technology  from  the  rest  of  society.

This maxim is obviously dangerous because any limitless action
leads to self-destruction as a natural corrective. Humanity
cannot presume to be greater than the natural limits arrayed
against  it,  such  as  death  or  the  scarcity  of  resources.
Humanity must learn to live within boundaries.

Christians are called to respect limits and the right balance
in its use of technology, between its misuse and its non-use.
In an age of limitless technology the church must present an
ethic of limitation. This means finding limits to technology,
such as limiting computer use, limiting driving, electricity,
or even not upgrading. This may seem small, but in trying to
discover  a  workable  ethic  of  technology,  it  represents
something  we  can  do  right  now.  The  widow’s  mite  (Mark
12:41-43) will not solve the church’s budget deficit, but
should be given anyway because it was something she could do,
so an ethic of limitation remains a course of action open.

An ethic of limitation only becomes obvious when the situation
appears desperate, such as with nuclear weapons, where not
even one mishap can be afforded. Other examples consist of
over-eating, drug addiction, over-fishing or hunting, or any
activity that exhausts natural resources. Because people did
not practice limits to begin with, they are now faced with a
real possibility of collapse or catastrophe. We must discover
the limits to any technology, if we are to use technology
correctly and benefit from it. The history of the Tower of
Babel teaches that if mankind does not practice self control,
God will impose limits Himself in judgment (Gen 11:1-9).
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Emerging  Adults:  A  Closer
Look at Issues Facing Young
Christians
“Emerging adults” is a term coined by sociologists to capture
the new reality of 18- to 30-year-old Americans who have not
fully assumed the responsibilities of classic adulthood. In
previous articles, we looked at disturbing information on the
beliefs  of  emerging  adults  in  America  from  surveys  by
Christian Smith of Notre Dame, by Probe Ministries, and by
others.  In  them,  we  found  clear  evidence  of  accelerating
erosion in accepting and adhering to basic biblical truths for
living, even among those who were born again. Our emerging
cultural milieu of pop post-modernism is clearly taking many
young adult Christians captive to the “philosophies of men”
(Col. 2:8). Here we will take a closer look at the erosion of
belief in several important areas.

 Christian Smith and his fellow researchers at Notre Dame
published an initial book, Souls in Transition, covering the
results of their 2008 survey of the religious beliefs and
actions  of  emerging  adults  from  age  18  through  23.  We
discussed their findings in two earlier articles: Emerging
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Adults and the Future of Faith in America, and Emerging Adults
Part 2: Distinctly Different Faiths. Their deep distress over
some of the results of their surveys and interviews led them
to  publish  a  follow-up  book  in  2011  entitled  Lost  in
Transition: The Dark Side of Emerging Adulthood. In this book,
they focus on five specific areas of concern identified by
their earlier research:

1. Moral aimlessness

2. Materialistic consumerism

3. Intoxicated living

4. Deep troubles from sexually liberated behavior

5. Lack of interest in civic and political life

The  troubling  characteristics  of  emerging  adult  life  in
America in the early years of the twenty-first century remind
us of what Paul warned of in 2 Timothy when he wrote: “in the
last days difficult times will come. For men will be lovers of
self, lovers of money, . . . arrogant, . . . ungrateful, . . .
without self-control, . . . reckless, conceited, lovers of
pleasure rather than lovers of God, holding to a form of
godliness, although they have denied its power” (2 Tim 3:1-5).

One  major  factor  in  the  growth  of  these  problems  is  the
widespread  acceptance  of  pop  post-modernism  throughout  our
culture. As Smith points out, the post-modern theory became
“democratized  and  vulgarized  in  U.S.  culture”  becoming  a
“simple-minded ideology presupposing the cultural construction
of everything, individualistic subjectivism, soft ontological
antirealism and absolute moral relativism.”{1}

This popularized post-modern view says there is no objective
truth, only the practical truth I choose to live by with my
friends.  This  view  leads  to  a  basic  disconnect  with  the
teaching of Jesus who claimed His purpose was to “testify to
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the truth” (Jn. 18:37) because He is the truth.

Dale Tackett, author of The Truth Project, put the problem
this way, “When what is right is what’s good for me, you will
find all of the moral chaos that we see today.”{2}

In what follows, we will focus on three of the five areas of
concern: moral aimlessness, materialistic consumerism, and the
lack of interest in civic and political life.

Moral Viewpoint — A Floating Standard
In his study of American emerging adults, Smith found that
their morality is adrift with no standard to hold it in place.

What is morality in the first place? Morality is defined as “a
system  of  ideas  of  right  and  wrong  conduct.”{3}  For
Christians,  this  system  is  set  out  for  us  in  the  Bible,
particularly in the Ten Commandments, the teachings of Jesus,
and the New Testament epistles. The Bible makes it clear that
God is the source of true morality. It is our responsibility
to learn and apply His moral precepts. As Jesus said in the
Sermon on the Mount, “Let your light shine before men in such
a way that they may see your good works and glorify your
Father who is in heaven” (Matt. 5:16). Or as Paul instructed
in 1Thessalonians, “examine everything carefully; hold fast to
that  which  is  good;  abstain  from  every  form  of  evil”
(5:21-22). Paul is saying hold fast to the morality taught by
Christ.

In a Christian nation, how can there be any confusion about
morality? Well, sixty percent of emerging adults say that
“morality  is  a  personal  choice,  entirely  a  matter  of
individual decision. Moral rights and wrongs are essentially
matters of individual opinion, in their view.”{4} And where do
these opinions come from? One emerging adult put it this way,
“Like just kinda things that I thought up, that I decided was
right for me. So I don’t know. I honestly don’t. It just kinda



came outta thin air.”{5} So, we can either look for the Bible
as the source of our morality or we can just create it out of
thin air.

When faced with a moral choice, almost half of them said they
would do what made them feel happy or would help them get
ahead. Less than one out of five said they would “do what God
or the scripture” says is right. Many of them said they would
not really know if their choice was right or wrong until after
it was done and they could evaluate how they felt about it.

Not only do they not look to the Bible or society for their
moral compass; they believe that it is morally wrong to assume
there is a common morality that applies to all. Because we
must be tolerant and accept other’s views as right for them,
we must not apply our moral precepts to their actions. As
Smith put it, “Giving voice to one’s own moral views is itself
nearly immoral.” What they fail to realize is that complete
moral relativism and tolerance actually dishonor the beliefs
of others. With this view, they cannot accept new views which
are superior to their own or act to correct views which are
inferior.  What  someone  else  thinks  is  about  morality  is
immaterial to them.

This type of thinking will ultimately lead to disaster for the
people embracing it. As Chuck Colson said, “So often, the
great  disasters  (of  the  past)  were  caused  by  people
disregarding God’s standard of right and wrong and doing what
was right in their own eyes . . . We’ve stopped moral teaching
in our country and we are seeing the inevitable consequence of
failing to teach moral values to a culture. We are seeing
chaos.”{6}

The whole topic of morality is not something most emerging
adults give much thought to. One third of them could not think
of any moral dilemmas that they had faced in their lives,
while another third of them offered examples that were not
actually moral dilemmas. For example, one of them stated, “I



guess renting the apartment thing, whether or not I would be
able to afford it.” That is a dilemma but it is not a moral
dilemma. So through their education from their parents and
schools, the vast majority of emerging adults really have not
gained a good working knowledge of the concept of morality
much less its importance to society. Yet in 1 Peter, Peter
makes it clear that our moral actions are one of the most
important ways that Christians can share the good news of
Jesus Christ. As he said, “For such is the will of God that by
doing right you may silence the ignorance of foolish men”
(2:15).

Consumerism — The True Objective of Life
What impact has consumer culture had on the lives of emerging
adults?

As Christians, our lives are to be about far more than how
much we are able to consume. Jesus never gave his disciples
instructions  on  how  to  increase  their  economic  wealth.
Instead, He sent his disciples out to minister with little
more than the clothes on their backs. Similarly, Paul learned
to be content with whatever the Lord provided. He states, “I
know how to get along with humble means, and I also know how
to live in prosperity; in any and every circumstance I have
learned the secret of being filled and going hungry, both of
having  abundance  and  suffering  need.  I  can  do  all  things
through Him who strengthens me” (Phil. 4:12-14). To be clear,
the Bible does teach us much about how to operate successfully
in the business world. But, it is also clear that our purpose
in life is to be focused on things with eternal value and not
on how much we can accumulate and consume on this earth.

Yet, as a whole, the young, emerging adults in this nation
have missed the call of Christ to focus our lives on the
eternal rather than the temporal. Instead, not only have they
bought into consumerism as the primary goal of life, but they



appear to be unable to consider any shortcomings in a life
focused on what they can consume. Smith reports, “Contemporary
emerging  adults  are  either  true  believers  or  complacent
conformists when it comes to mass consumerism.”{7}

As one emerging adult put it, “It feels good to be able to get
things that you want and you work for the money. If you want
something, you go get it. It makes your life more comfortable
and I guess it just make you feel good about yourself as
well.”{8} That statement by itself might not seem so bad until
you realize that it is their sole method to feel good about
themselves. The more you can consume the better. They miss the
balanced view of material things taught in the Bible. For
example, in Proverbs we are told,

Give me neither poverty nor riches;

Feed me with the food that is my portion,

That I not be full and deny You and say, “Who is the LORD?”

Or that I not be in want and steal,

And profane the name of my God (Prov. 30:8,9).

In addition, the idea of limiting one’s consumption in order
to  have  the  resources  to  help  others  is  foreign  to  most
emerging adults. Many of them would like to see the needs of
the starving people met, “just not by me, not now.” If they
ever reach a state in life where all their consumer desires
are  met,  then  they  may  consider  using  some  resources  for
charitable causes. One obvious problem with this approach is
that our consumer conscious society always has something new
and better that you must purchase and experience.

This attitude is in contrast to that of the Macedonians Paul
commends in his second letter to the Corinthian church:

. . . that in a great ordeal of affliction their abundance of



joy and their deep poverty overflowed in the wealth of their
liberality. For I testify that according to their ability,
and beyond their ability, they gave of their own accord,
begging us with much urging for the favor of participation in
the support of the saints, and this, not as we had expected,
but they first gave themselves to the Lord and to us by the
will of God (2 Cor. 8:1-6).

Rather than “seeking the kingdom of God and his righteousness”
and letting the material things be of secondary importance,
most young America adults are seeking consumer nirvana and its
false sense of well being. With no external moral compass for
guidance, they are unwilling to express concerns about the
grossest forms of excessive consumerism. As most of them said
when asked, “If someone wants it, who am I to say that they
are wrong?” When emerging adults refer to a good life, they
talk about what they want to possess rather than the good that
they can contribute to the world. I find it sad to think about
being remembered for how much I consumed rather that how much
I contributed. But this thought does not seem to bother these
emerging adults.

Civic and Political Involvement — Not For
Me
Let continue by examining another disturbing characteristic of
young, emerging adults identified by Christian Smith through
his extensive surveys and interviews over the last five years:
their perception of civic and political involvement. Smith
summarizes their attitude by saying, “The vast majority of the
emerging  adults  we  interviewed  remain  .  .  .  politically
disengaged, uninformed, and distrustful. Most in fact feel
disempowered, apathetic, and sometimes even despairing when it
comes to the larger social, civic, and political world beyond
their  own  lives.”{9}  When  we  consider  that  the  polls  and
interviews driving this assessment occurred in the summer of



2008  during  the  perceived  youth  movement  which  brought
President  Obama  into  office,  this  result  on  political
involvement  is  particularly  surprising.

Some might say that being actively involved in politics is not
the right course of action for Christians. And, thus, they may
applaud  this  result.  We  certainly  agree  that  our  primary
purpose as Christians will not and cannot be fulfilled through
political action. However, what we are talking about here is
not a lack of political activism, but rather a disengagement
from active participation in the political process. As Paul
instructed  Timothy,  “I  urge  that  entreaties,  prayers,
petitions and thanksgivings be made on behalf of all men, for
kings and all who are in authority in order that we may lead a
tranquil and quiet life in all godliness and dignity” (1 Tim.
2:1-2). We are to be concerned about the impact of government
on our lives. If the people Paul were writing to had the right
to vote, I am confident he would have said to pray for and
exercise your right to vote.

Through his research, Smith identified six different attitudes
toward  civic  involvement  among  emerging  adults.  These
attitudes  are:

1. The apathetic are completely uninterested in politics and
make  up  twenty-seven  percent  of  emerging  adults.  It  is
important to note that these individuals were not apathetic
in general, just about this area of life.

2. The uninformed said their lack of interest was driven by
their lack of knowledge about the issues and the players. The
uninformed made up thirteen percent of emerging adults.

3. The distrustful know a reasonable amount about political
issues  but  do  not  participate  because  they  distrust  the
political system and politicians. They believe exercising
their right to vote will not make any difference.

4. The disempowered point to their inability to change the



world (rather than distrust of the process) as their reason
to be uninvolved. Around ten percent of emerging adults fall
into this category.

5. The marginally political represent those who expressed
some interest in politics but whose interest did not appear
to  lead  to  actual  involvement  in  the  process.  These
marginally political emerging adults make up twenty-seven
percent of those interviewed.

6. That leaves four percent of emerging adults (all males)
who appear to be genuinely political; that is, interested and
involved in the process.

In summary, their interviews found two-thirds of the emerging
adult population completely uninvolved and almost one-third
with a very limited involvement. This meant only four percent
considered the process an important responsibility in life.

This seemingly fatalistic view of politics was found to carry
over in other areas of civic involvement such as volunteering
and charitable giving. Smith summarized their results saying,
“Contrary to some of the stories told in the popular media,
most emerging adults in America have extremely modest hopes,
if any, that they can change society or the world for the
better, whether by volunteering or anything else.”{10} With
that perception, providing help to others is not a requirement
for righteousness, but simply an optional personal choice that
most are not prepared to make.

Thinking back to our earlier discussion on the lack of a moral
viewpoint, Smith’s research found a significant association
between  those  who  believe  all  morality  is  relative  and
individualistic  and  an  attitude  of  apathy,  ignorance,  and
distrust of the political process. In addition, Smith found a
significant  relationship  between  “enthusiasm  for  mass
consumerism  and  lack  of  interest  in  political
participation.”{11}  So  these  three  attitudes  (no  moral



standards, consumer consumption as our primary objective, and
no real political or civic involvement) appear to be common
elements of the emerging adult belief system.

Emerging Adults — Where Will They Take
Us?
One root cause of the attitudes expressed by emerging adults
in American is pop post-modern individualism. Each individual
must decide what is true for him or her and must not accept a
common truth. Therefore, most emerging adults cannot grasp the
concept of an objective reality beyond their individual selves
that would have any bearing on their lives. As we have seen,
this concept undermines their moral compass, their attitudes
about consumer consumption, and their involvement in society
through politics, volunteering, and charitable giving.

These dominant patterns of emerging adult thought in America
should make us consider: “What does it mean?” and, “How can we
do something about it?” Some might say it is just the way
young people are. We were that way when we were young. They
will snap out of it. To that idea Smith would say, “It is a
different world today. . . . To think otherwise is to self-
impose a blurred vision that cannot recognize real life as it
is  experienced  today  and  so  cannot  take  emerging  adults
seriously.”{12}

Others may say that is not what I hear on the news. Our young
adults  are  leading  a  new  wave  of  service  and  public
involvement. To which Smith would say, “The fact that anyone
ever  believed  that  idea  simply  tells  us  how  flimsy  the
empirical evidence that so many journalistic media stories are
based upon is and how unaccountable to empirical reality high-
profile journalism can be. . . . we – without joy – can set
the record straight here: almost all emerging adults today are
either apathetic, uninformed, distrustful, disempowered, or ,
at most marginally interested when it comes to politics and



public life. Both the fact itself and the reasons for it speak
poorly  of  the  condition  of  our  larger  culture  and
society.”{13} He continues: “One tendency is to claim that
emerging  adults  are  deeply  committed  to  social  justice,
passionately  engaged  in  political  activism,  actively
volunteering in their local communities, devoting themselves
to building a greener, more peaceful and just world. Almost
nothing could be further from the truth.”{14}

Although the vast majority of emerging adults are disengaged
from involvement in the public sphere, they are quite engaged
in a different way. As Smith points out, “they pursue these
private-sphere  emotional  and  relational  investments  with
fervent devotion. . . . progressing yet further toward the
nearly  total  submersion  of  self  into  fluidly  constructed,
private  networks  of  technologically  managed  intimates  and
associates.”{15}  He  is  referring  of  course  to  their
disconnected  connections  via  Facebook,  Twitter,  and  other
electronic social media.

We believe that there are several positive actions that we can
take as Christians to improve this situation.

First, we need to examine ourselves. Are we living our lives
under the direction of the ultimate source of morality, Jesus
Christ? Are we consumed by consumerism or are we living for
eternity?  Are  we  taking  an  active  part  in  impacting  our
society so that we may live godly and peaceful lives for
Christ?

Next, we need to recognize that emerging adults under the age
of thirty are, for the most part, not taking on the full
responsibilities of adulthood. They are still emerging and,
consequently, still need coaching. However, as Smith points
out,  “One  of  the  striking  social  features  of  emerging
adulthood  is  how  structurally  disconnected  most  emerging
adults are from older adults. . . Most emerging adults live
this crucial decade of life surrounded mostly by their peers .



. . who have no more experience, insight, wisdom, perspective,
or balance than they do.”{16} As parents, pastors, co-workers,
we should continue to actively engage them in a mentor role.
It is important that:

1. They understand we look to the Bible as the source for our
moral decisions.

2. We are living in this world as citizens of heaven and as
such consumer consumption is not our purpose for living.

3. We have a responsibility to be engaged in our society to
keep our freedom to lead godly lives serving the Lord.

The apostle Peter put it this way: “Beloved, I urge you as
aliens and strangers to abstain from fleshly lusts which wage
war against the soul. Keep your behavior excellent among the
Gentiles so that in the thing in which they slander you as
evil doers, they may on account of your good deeds, as they
observe them, glorify God in the day of visitation” (1 Pet.
2:11,12).

Finally, we need to reach out to emerging adults who are
already involved in evangelical churches. We need to let them
know that it is okay to engage others with their worldview and
their source of truth, Jesus Christ. When they don’t share
their worldview with others as a gift from God, they are
effectively consigning those others to hell. Probe is in the
midst of preparing materials that you can use in your church
to directly address these issues.

Christian Smith captured the essence of this problem when he
wrote, “Might it be true that the farthest boundary of sight
that youth today can envision as real and being worth pursuit
is  entirely  imminent,  purely  material,  and  completely
mundane?”{17} As Christians, our boundary extends beyond this
universe to the halls of heaven and puts our lives in a new
perspective. Let that eternal perspective been seen in every



area of your life.

As historian Christopher Lasch put it, “There is only one cure
for the malady that afflicts our culture, and that is to speak
the truth about it.”{18}
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 Will all people regardless of their belief enter
heaven? In a new book, Love Wins, mega church pastor Rob Bell
presents his case for universal salvation. Bell states that a
Christianity that teaches many will spend eternity in hell
while some go to heaven is “misguided and toxic.”{1} Bell
asserts  that  the  message  Christians  have  preached  for
centuries  is  actually  a  harmful  message.
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Bell argues that God loves everyone and desires all people to
be saved. However if the majority of people never come to
faith in Christ and spend eternity in hell, God fails to
accomplish  His  will.  Since  this  is  not  an  acceptable
conclusion, the only logical conclusion left is that in the
end,  all  will  eventually  receive  His  love  and  enter  into
heaven.

Bell  begins  by  bombarding  the  reader  with  hundreds  of
questions. The questions are meant to challenge and expose the
alleged inconsistencies of traditional teachings and prepare
you for his case for universal salvation. On page 1 he writes,

Will only a few select people make it to heaven, and will
billions and billions of people burn forever in hell? And if
that’s the case, how do you know? How do you become one of
the few? Is it what you believe, or what you say, or what
you do, or who you know, or something that happens in your
heart, or do you need to be initiated, or baptized, or take
a class, or converted, or be born again? How does someone
become one of these few? And then there’s a question behind
the question—the real question: What is God like? Because
millions and millions of people who were taught that the
primary message, this center of the Gospel of Jesus, is that
God is going to send you to hell unless you believe in
Jesus. And so what got subtly sort of caught and taught is
that Jesus rescues you from God. But what kind of God is
that that we would need to be rescued from this God? How
could that God ever be good? How could that God ever be
trusted? And how could that ever be good news?{2}



These  are  good  questions  and
deserve to be asked. “Traditional”
beliefs may not always be right,
and at times they deserve to be
reexamined. Bell then in the final
pages of his preface implies that
those  who  oppose  his  view  are
judgmental  and  not  open  to
discussion of vital doctrines of the faith. This is part of
his strategy to discourage any criticism of his position.
However, Scripture calls us to evaluate all teachings and
discern truth from error (1 Thess. 5:21; 1 Jn. 4:1).

In  the  process  of  defending  his  thesis,  Bell  ends  up
presenting a new kind of Gospel. Since theological doctrines
are connected, when you change the gospel message there is a
chain effect that follows. His gospel ends up presenting a
distorted understanding of God’s character, a variant view of
the  atonement,  and  a  heaven  and  hell  foreign  to  the
scriptures.

Bell  struggles  with  a  significant  question:  “Will  those
without Christ truly spend eternity in hell? Could there be a
possibility that they have a chance after death to repent?”
The idea that a loved one will spend eternity in hell is a
difficult one to accept. Careful study of all the relevant
scriptures is necessary when we examine a particular doctrine,
especially one regarding our salvation. If in the end we are
faced with a conclusion we do not like, we must not compromise
biblical truth but accept the words of Christ. Paul warns us
in Galatians 1:9 the danger of preaching another gospel. When
it  comes  to  essential  doctrines  of  the  faith,  Christians
cannot compromise on the truths taught in Scripture. For this
reason we must carefully examine Bell’s teachings and see if
it is compatible with, or a compromise of, the gospel of
Christ.



Another Kind of Gospel
To support his thesis that all individuals will eventually
enter into heaven, Bell must alter the gospel message. He
admits that his message departs from traditional Christianity
and declares that the message preached for past centuries is
misguided and in need of transformation.

A staggering number of people have been taught that a select
few Christians will spend forever in a peaceful, joyous
place  called  heaven  while  the  rest  of  humanity  spends
forever in torment and punishment in hell with no chance for
anything better. It’s been clearly communicated to many that
this belief is a central truth of the Christian faith and to
reject  it  is,  in  essence,  to  reject  Jesus.  This  is
misguided, toxic, and ultimately subverts the contagious
spread of Jesus’ message of love, peace, forgiveness and joy
that our world desperately needs to hear.{3}

The traditional message that salvation comes only to those who
accept  Christ  in  their  lifetime  is  rejected  by  Bell.  He
believes  that  all  people  are  reconciled  to  God  through
Christ’s death on the cross regardless of whether they choose
to put their faith in Christ or not. Those who do not receive
Christ in this lifetime will spend some time in hell but no
one will remain there forever. Eventually all people will
respond to God’s love, even those in hell and enter heaven.
Bell states this on several occasions:

At the heart of this perspective is the belief that, given
enough time, everybody will turn to God and find themselves
in the joy and peace of God’s presence. The love of God will
melt every hard heart, and even the most “depraved sinners”
will eventually give up their resistance and turn to God.{4}

To be clear, again, an untold number of serious disciples of
Jesus across hundreds of years have assumed, affirmed, and
trusted  that  no  one  can  resist  God’s  pursuit  forever,



because God’s love will eventually melt even the hardest of
hearts.{5}

At the center of the Christian tradition since the first
church have been a number who insist that history is not
tragic, hell is not forever, and love, in the end, wins and
all will be reconciled to God.{6}

Within this proper, larger understanding of just what the
Jesus story even is, we see that Jesus himself, again and
again,  demonstrates  how  seriously  he  takes  his  role  in
saving and rescuing and redeeming not just everything but
everybody.{7}

Bell points to several Scriptures to support his argument. One
passage is 1 Corinthians 13 which states, “Love never fails.”
Therefore he concludes, God’s love will reach all lost people
even those in hell and they will eventually turn to Him since
no one can resist God’s love forever.

However, there are many passages in the Bible that teach the
unrighteous are eternally separated from God and the righteous
are  forever  with  God.  Daniel  12:2  speaks  of  a  future
resurrection  and  eternal  destiny  for  the  righteous  and
unrighteous: “Multitudes who sleep in the dust of the earth
will awake: some to everlasting life, others to shame and
everlasting contempt.” Daniel states that there will be a
resurrection and judgment of all people. Some will inherit
eternal life and others will suffer “everlasting contempt.”
Daniel teaches in this passage that not all individuals will
enter into everlasting life. Those who do not are destined to
“everlasting contempt.” The Hebrew word for everlasting is
ôlām.  The  word  in  this  context  signifies  an  indefinite
futurity,  forever,  or  always.  It  refers  to  an  unending
future.{8} This is the most likely definition for ôlām used
later in verse 7 referring to the eternal nature of God: “And
I heard the man clothed in linen, who was above the waters of
the stream; he raised his right hand and his left hand toward



heaven and swore by him who lives forever…” We know that God
is eternal. Therefore, Daniel is using the term “ôlām” to mean
everlasting and never ending.

Jude 7 states, “In a similar way, Sodom and Gomorrah and the
surrounding towns gave themselves up to sexual immorality and
perversion. They serve as an example of those who suffer the
punishment of eternal fire.” The Greek word for eternal is
aiṓnios  which  means  “eternal,  perpetual,  to  time  in  its
duration, constant, abiding. When referring to eternal life,
it means the life which is God’s and hence it is not affected
by the limitations of time.”{9} The word again is used in
verse 21 to refer to “eternal” or never ending life with God.
So in the context of Jude aiṓnios is used to refer to an
eternal state.

In Matthew 7:13-14 Jesus invites, “Enter through the narrow
gate, for the gate is wide and the way is broad that leads to
destruction, and there are many who enter through it. For the
gate is small and the way is narrow that leads to life, and
there are few who find it.” Jesus taught an exclusive view of
salvation. He stated clearly not everyone will inherit eternal
life; in fact many will follow the path of destruction. This
verse speaks against the doctrine of universal salvation.

Hebrews 9:27 (“it is appointed for men to die once and after
this comes judgment”) teaches that there is no second chance
for salvation after death. The preceding verses teach that
Christ made the perfect sacrifice for sin once and for all. He
paid the price once and His sacrifice is for all time. In the
same way that Christ’s atonement is final, so all men and
women die once and face a judgment which is final and eternal
in its sentence.

Bell’s gospel is a departure from biblical teaching. God is
love and therefore, He does not impose His will on those who
refuse  to  receive  His  love.  He  honors  the  choice  of
individuals to receive or reject Him. Those who reject Him in



this life will not want to be with Him for all eternity. God
honors their choice and places them away from His presence in
hell. Thus, God’s character of love honoring one’s choice is
upheld. But God’s character of justice in dealing with sin is
also upheld.

Are All Reconciled to God?
There are several key passages Bell uses to support his thesis
that all individuals will eventually enter heaven. One key
verse that deserves attention is Colossians 1:20, a favorite
verse used by many universalists: “and through him (Jesus) to
reconcile to himself all things, whether things on earth or
things in heaven, by making peace through his blood, shed on
the cross.” According to Bell, the entire world is reconciled
to God through the death of Christ. Christ’s death has atoned
for all sin and places every person in right standing with
God. Those who turn to God in this life will enter heaven
immediately. Those who reject God’s love in this lifetime will
be temporarily separated from God in hell but will eventually
receive His love and enter heaven.

Contrary to Bell’s interpretation, this verse does not teach a
universal salvation. Rather, it presents the scope, goal, and
means of reconciliation. The scope of reconciliation extends
not just to human beings but to all of creation which was
affected by sin. Romans 8:20-22 says,

For the creation was subjected to futility, not willingly,
but because of him who subjected it, in hope that the
creation  itself  will  be  set  free  from  its  bondage  to
corruption  and  obtain  the  freedom  of  the  glory  of  the
children of God. For we know that the whole creation has
been groaning together in the pains of childbirth until now.

The physical world was affected by sin, not by its choice but
by the choice of Adam. Christ’s victory over sin restored



order over creation by bringing it again under His lordship,
and full restoration will take place in the future.{10}

Angels and human beings, unlike the material world, have a
choice. Reconciliation involves two parties who voluntarily
decide to make peace. In this case fallen angels knowingly
rebelled against Christ and reconciliation is not possible.
Humans also must make a choice to receive God’s invitation
through Christ or to reject it. This is made clear in the
following verses:

And you, who once were alienated and hostile in mind, doing
evil deeds, he has now reconciled in his body of flesh by
his death, in order to present you holy and blameless and
above reproach before him, if indeed you continue in the
faith, stable and steadfast, not shifting from the hope of
the gospel that you heard, which has been proclaimed in all
creation  under  heaven,  and  of  which  I,  Paul,  became  a
minister. (Col. 1:21-23)

Paul states that we were once “alienated” from God and we are
reconciled “if indeed you continue in the faith . . . not
shifting from the hope of the gospel.” The reconciliation
depends  on  the  believer  receiving  Christ  by  faith  and
persevering in that faith. Numerous other verses make faith in
Christ  necessary  for  reconciliation  (Jn.  3:18,  5:24;  Rom.
1:17; 3:21-26).

Those who receive God’s gift of life will attain blessings and
salvation. Those who refuse are sentenced to eternal death
(Jn. 3:18). In the end all things will be put in their proper
place. It is in this context all things will be reconciled to
Christ and in submission to His lordship (Phil. 2:5-11).

Another Kind of God
In his effort to defend his thesis that in the end everyone
goes to heaven, Rob Bell must alter the message of the gospel.



However, in doing so, he also alters the character of God.
Among the hundreds of questions with which Bell bombards his
readers, he asks the following: “If there are only a select
few who go to heaven, which is more terrifying to fathom: the
billions who burn forever or the few who escape this fate? How
does a person end up being one of the few? Chance? Luck?
Random selection? . . . God choosing you instead of others?
What kind of faith is that? Or, more important: what kind of
God is that?”{11} For Bell, a God who would send billions to
an eternal hell would not be a God of love. However, in
emphasizing God’s character of love he ends up ignoring God’s
other attributes, and in the end alters the character of God.

Bell is correct in stating that God is love. However, he
commits an error common among universalists. Bell ends up
presenting an imbalanced view of God that emphasizes God’s
character  of  love  to  the  neglect  of  the  other  character
qualities of God. Love is not the only or the most dominant
character of God. Along with love, God has other character
qualities which exist together in a perfect balance.

Among the numerous qualities of God, the Bible teaches that
God is also just (2 Thess. 1:6), He is holy (Isa 6:3), He is
righteous (Ps. 7:11), sovereign (Jude 4), wise (1 Cor. 3:19)
true (Jn. 14:6), etc. There are many qualities of God that are
just  as  important  as  love,  and  they  exist  in  a  perfect
balance.  Thus,  emphasizing  one  trait  to  the  exclusion  of
others leads to flawed theology.

God is love and God desires that all individuals be saved.
However, God is also just and holy and must deal righteously
with  sin.  God’s  character  of  holiness  is  well  emphasized
throughout the Bible. This is the theme of Leviticus and,
throughout this book, God presents detailed instructions for
dealing with sin through the sacrificial system. The Levitical
sacrifices are fulfilled in the death of Christ who fulfills
the righteousness of God.



The theme in the prophets is that Israel has violated the
holiness of God and thus God must judge their sins. Isaiah
5:16 states, “But the Lord Almighty will be exalted by his
justice,  and  the  holy  God  will  show  himself  holy  by  his
righteousness.” God, being a loving God, sent prophets to warn
Israel to turn from their idolatry and disobedience and return
to Him. However, after generations of refusal by Israel, God
finally had to judge the sins of the people. Throughout the
New Testament, Christians are exhorted to live holy lives for
that reflects the character of God (Eph. 4:24; Heb. 12:14; 1
Pet. 1:15-6).

Those who refuse the gift of Christ’s work on the cross have
not been cleansed from their sin and therefore cannot enter
the holy presence of God. This is the theme of Hebrews 9,
which teaches us that access to God represented in the Holy of
Holies at the Temple was not accessible to us. However, the
blood of Christ fulfilled the holiness of God and cleansed
sinners and made us holy before God. Only through the blood of
Christ is this made possible.

Bell emphasizes God’s love but diminishes His holiness and
righteousness; therefore, the magnitude of our sin, its effect
on our nature, and it offense to God are diminished. God hates
sin and judges sin seriously. In Revelation, the wrath of God
is poured out upon the world in rebellion. In Revelation 20,
those individuals not found in the book of life are thrown
into the lake of fire. To build a picture of God who is
excluded of His holiness, justice and righteousness, who does
not judge sin, is to present an imbalanced and false view of
God.

Bell argues,

Millions have been taught that if they don’t believe, if
they don’t accept in the right way, . . . God would have no
choice but to punish them forever in conscious torment in
hell. God would in essence become a fundamentally different



being to them in that moment of death, a different being to
them  forever.  A  loving  heavenly  father  who  will  go  to
extraordinary  lengths  to  have  a  relationship  with  them
would, in the blink of an eye, become a cruel, mean, vicious
tormenter who would ensure that they had no escape from an
endless future of agony. . . . If God can switch gears like
that, switch entire modes of being that quickly, that raises
a thousand questions about whether a being like that could
ever be trusted, let alone good.{12}

Bell argues that God changes according to the decision of
individuals. However, God is not the one who changes. He is
always loving and reaching out to all people, but He is also
holy and righteous and and must deal justly with sin. Those
who do not want to be with God now will not want to be with
Him in eternity. Because He is love, He does not force people
to be with Him for eternity but honors their choice. God
allows them to exist away from Him in hell. So God does not
change; He grants individuals what they desire.

I would also disagree with Bell’s statement that God is the
one  tormenting  individuals.  Torment  comes  from  within  the
person. The torment the person experiences is not inflicted by
God but comes from the individual who must live eternally with
his or her decision to reject the love of God. Therefore hell
honors the free choice of men and fulfills the love of God who
does not impose Himself on those who do not want Him. It also
fulfills His holiness, removing sin from His presence.

Another Kind of Heaven and Hell
To maintain his thesis that everyone will go to heaven, Rob
Bell must alter the gospel message, the character of God, and
the teaching on heaven and hell. Bell teaches that hell is not
eternal  but  temporary,  and  in  fact  heaven  and  hell  are
actually the same place. For those who have accepted God’s
love, this place will be heaven. For those who continue to



reject God’s love this place will be hell. Hell is created by
the individual who resists God’s love. Bell states, “We create
hell  whenever  we  fail  to  trust  God’s  retelling  of  our
story.”{13} The individual remains in this condition until he
is won over by God’s love and eventually turns to God. Then
what was once hell will becomes heaven.

Bell derives this from Luke 15, the Parable of the Prodigal
Son. In this story, after the younger brother returns, the
father throws this formerly lost son a big banquet. However,
the  older  brother,  jealous  and  upset  over  his  younger
brother’s reception, remains outside and chooses not to enjoy
the party. Both brothers are in the same place but for one it
is a party, for the other it is miserable.{14} Bell states
that it is our choice. “We’re at the party, but we don’t have
to join in. Heaven or hell. Both are at the party.”{15} The
younger brother who has received his father’s love it is a
joyous time, but for the older brother who has the wrong view
of his father it is misery.

Bell is really stretching the interpretation of this parable
to support his theology. I am not aware of any New Testament
scholar that finds this doctrine of heaven and hell in this
parable. The parable comes in the context of the Pharisees and
teachers  of  the  law  questioning  Jesus  associating  with
“sinners.” Jesus, in defense of His ministry and displaying
the compassion of God for the lost, tells three parables: the
lost sheep, the lost coin, and the lost son. The younger
brother represents the sinners who repent and turn to God
while the older brother represents the Pharisees and teachers
of the law who have little compassion for the lost.{16} So the
purpose of the parable is God’s heart for the lost and the
cold heartedness of the Pharisees and teachers of the law. To
read into this story Bell’s doctrine of heaven and hell is a
stretch. It does not appear Jesus had in mind any teaching on
heaven and hell in this parable.

Bell believes that heaven and hell are actually the same place



and he also believes that hell is not permanent. He describes
it as a “period of pruning” and “an intense experience of
correction.”{17} It appears that Bell views hell similar to
the Catholic teaching of purgatory. Eventually this will end
when the person turns to God because, according to Bell, “No
one can resist God’s pursuit forever because God’s love will
eventually melt even the hardest hearts.”{18}

Another way Bell defends his doctrine of hell is in doing a
brief  word  study.  The  Old  Testament  word  is  sheol.  Bell
explains that sheol is the place of the grave in the Old
Testament and that it speaks generally of the resting place of
the  departed  sprits.  Three  words  are  used  in  the  New
Testament: gehenna, hades, and tartarus. Gehenna, he says, is
the Valley of Hinnon, the garbage dump outside Jerusalem.{19}
The word tartarus comes from Greek mythology, referring to the
underworld where Greek demigods were judged.{20} Hades, he
states, is the equivalent of the Hebrew sheol, an obscure,
dark and murky place.{21} He thus concludes from his brief
word study on hell that hell is not clearly defined in the
Bible and that holding to the belief that it is a place of
eternal suffering is unjustified.

Bell correctly states that sheol is the place of the grave and
speaks generally of the place where the departed spirits go.
There are several occasions where Old Testament saints stated
they would go to sheol. However, his word study is incomplete.
As revelation progresses, we see there are different fates for
the righteous and the wicked. There is indeed a judgment which
determines the destiny of individuals.

As  mentioned  above,  Daniel  12:2  speaks  of  a  future
resurrection and eternal destiny. “Multitudes who sleep in the
dust of the earth will awake: some to everlasting life, others
to shame and everlasting contempt.” Daniel states that there
will be a resurrection and a judgment that determines the
eternal destiny of individuals. Some will resurrect to eternal
life while others to everlasting contempt. As noted earlier,



the Hebrew word for everlasting is ôlām. Olām is used more
than three hundred times to indicate indefinite continuance
into the very distant future. There are times it is used to
designate a long period in the past or a designated long
period  of  time  in  the  future.{22}  Context  determines  the
definition. In this context it signifies an indefinite future
or forever. This is the most likely definition for several
reasons. First, the context found in verses 1 and 2 speaks of
the resurrection at the end of the age. This is speaking of
the final judgment before the righteous enter into eternity.
Second,  in  verse  3  it  is  used  of  the  righteous  shining
forever. Third, it is used later in verse 7 referring to the
eternal nature of God. “And I heard the man clothed in linen,
who was above the waters of the stream; he raised his right
hand and his left hand toward heaven and swore by him who
lives forever.” Daniel describes an eternal state of reward
and life for the righteous but an eternal state of contempt
for the unbelievers.

In Isaiah 66:22-24, Isaiah speaks of the Lord establishing His
kingdom and restoring Israel. He concludes saying, “And they
will  go  out  and  look  upon  the  dead  bodies  of  those  who
rebelled against me; their worm will not die, nor will their
fire be quenched, and they will be loathsome to all mankind.”
Here Isaiah refers to state of eternal torment for those who
rebel against the Lord.{23} Although sheol is used of the
general  resting  place  of  departed  spirits,  as  revelation
progresses  the  Old  Testament  mentions  a  different  eternal
destiny of the righteous and unrighteous. The eternal state is
further revealed in the New Testament.

In reference to the New Testament words, the most commonly
used word is Gehenna. Bell is correct that Gehenna is derived
from the Valley of Hinnon outside of Jerusalem, but once again
his word study is incomplete. Gehenna is associated with evil,
and, in the context of the New Testament, symbolizes more than
just a garbage heap. It served as a physical picture of the



eternal state of suffering.

In  Matthew  18:7-9  Jesus  states,  “Woe  to  the  world  for
temptations to sin! For it is necessary that temptations come,
but woe to the one by whom the temptation comes! And if your
hand or your foot causes you to sin, cut it off and throw it
away. It is better for you to enter life crippled or lame than
with two hands or two feet to be thrown into the eternal fire.
And if your eye causes you to sin, tear it out and throw it
away. It is better for you to enter life with one eye than
with two eyes to be thrown into the hell of fire.” The Greek
word  for  “eternal”  is  aiṓnios.  This  word  means  “eternal,
perpetual to time in its duration, constant, or abiding.” When
referring to eternal life, it means the life which is God’s
and hence it is not affected by the limitations of time.{24}
The fire described in verse 8 is an eternal and never-ending
fire. In the very next verse Christ states that it is better
to enter heaven blind in one eye than “be thrown into the hell
(Gehenna) of fire.” In just the previous verse, the fire of
hell was said to be eternal. From the context then we should
conclude Gehenna is an eternal state, not a temporary one.

In Mark 9:47-48 Jesus says, “And if your eye causes you to
sin, tear it out. It is better for you to enter the kingdom of
God with one eye than with two eyes to be thrown into hell,
‘where their worm does not die and the fire is not quenched.'”
Jesus states that in Gehenna, the worm lives eternally and the
fire  is  also  eternal.  Gehenna  then  is  a  described  as  an
eternal abode.

Jesus further states that the punishment in hell is eternal
and not temporary. In Matthew 25:46, the judgment of the sheep
and the goats, Jesus states, “And these (the goats) will go
away into eternal punishment, but the righteous into eternal
life.” Bell attempts to show in Matthew 25:46—the separation
of  the  sheep  and  the  goats—that  when  Jesus  said  “eternal
punishment,” he did not mean the punishment was eternal. He
writes, “Aion, we know, has several meanings. One is ‘age’ or



‘period of time’; another refers to intensity of experience.
The word kolazo (punishment) is a term from horticulture. It
refers to the pruning and trimming f the branches of a plant
so it can flourish. . . . Depending on how you translate aion
and kolazo, then, the phrase can mean ‘a period of pruning’ or
‘a  time  of  trimming’  or  an  intense  experience  or
correction.”{25}

However, I find Bell’s explanation unsatisfactory since the
verse  states  that  the  goats  will  “go  away  into  eternal
punishment, but the righteous into eternal life.” Here the
eternal life of the believer is seen in contrast with the
eternal judgment of the unbeliever. If he is to be consistent,
we must interpret that the righteous will not enter into an
eternal state of life in the presence of God but a temporary
state of life. However, this would not make any sense in this
verse. Why should we understand that the word “eternal” for
the  righteous  means  everlasting  but  it  is  taken  to  be  a
temporary state for the unrighteous? Since the righteous enter
everlasting life, we should take the preceding phrase that the
goats will enter a state of eternal punishment.

Paul writes in 2 Thess. 1:8-9, “He will punish those who do
not know God and do not obey the gospel of our Lord Jesus.
They will be punished with everlasting destruction and shut
out from the presence of the Lord and from the majesty of his
power.”  The  words  “everlasting  destruction,”  when  used
together,  refer  to  an  eternal  state  of  punishment.  The
Complete  Word  Study  Dictionary:  New  Testament  states  that
Ólethros  aiṓnios  (destruction  everlasting)  refers  to
destruction which is eternal or everlasting. It is destruction
or a state which is imposed by God forever. In a similar way
the  phrase  “eternal  judgment”  used  in  Heb.  6:2  means  an
eternal sentence imposed by God. All of these designations of
punishment stand in contrast to eternal life as the inherent
punishment for those who reject Christ’s salvation in that
they  will  be  separated  from  the  life  of  God  which  they



rejected. As to the duration of what is designated as aiṓnios
when it comes to punishment, it is only proper to assign it
the same duration or endlessness as to the life which is given
by God.{26}

Revelation 14:9-11 states, “A third angel followed them and
said in a loud voice: ‘If anyone worships the beast and his
image and receives his mark on the forehead or on the hand,
he, too, will drink of the wine of God’s fury, which has been
poured full strength into the cup of his wrath. He will be
tormented with burning sulfur in the presence of the holy
angels and of the Lamb. And the smoke of their torment rises
forever and ever.'” In this passage the Greek word aiṓnios is
repeated at the end of verse 11. The phrase “forever and ever”
is used twelve times in Revelation. Each time it refers to an
eternal  existence.  Eight  times  it  is  associated  with  the
nature of God or the never ending rule of God. For example
Revelation 4:9-10 says, “And whenever the living creatures
give glory and honor and thanks to him who is seated on the
throne, who lives forever and ever, the twenty-four elders
fall down before him who is seated on the throne and worship
him  who  lives  forever  and  ever.”  The  most  consistent
interpretation  of  14:9-11  is  that  the  suffering  of  the
unbelievers is of an eternal nature.

Jude 7 states, “In a similar way, Sodom and Gomorrah and the
surrounding towns gave themselves up to sexual immorality and
perversion. They serve as an example of those who suffer the
punishment  of  eternal  fire.”  Once  again  the  word  here  is
aiṓnios, signifying an eternal punishment.

It is difficult to interpret passages like these (2 Thess.
1:9; Jude 7; and Rev. 14:9-11) to mean something other than
eternal or never-ending punishment. Bell’s interpretations are
incorrect and his word studies are incomplete. When you look
at several passages in their context, it is very difficult to
support Bell’s view.



How Many Stones Cry Out?
Is Jesus the only way to eternal life or are there other ways
to salvation besides Christ? Bell makes his case that there
are other ways to eternal life. Bell builds his case from
Exodus 17 where Moses struck the rock which brought forth
water for the Israelites. In 1 Corinthians 10, Paul states
that Christ was that rock which Moses struck. Thus, Bell makes
the leap that if Christ was in that rock, it is very likely He
is in numerous rocks. Bell writes,

According to Paul, Jesus was there. Without anybody using
his name. Without anybody saying that it was him. Without
anybody acknowledging just what–or more precisely, who–it
was. Paul’s interpretation that Christ was present in the
Exodus  raises  the  question:  Where  else  has  Christ  been
present? When else? Who Else? How else? Paul finds Jesus
there,  in  that  rock,  because  Paul  finds  Jesus
everywhere.{27}

It appears Bell is stating that one need not know the gospel
message of Christ as taught in the New Testament. A person can
be  saved  through  other  means  and  messages.  Bell  further
states,

As obvious as it is, then, Jesus is bigger than any one
religion. He didn’t come to start a new religion, and he
continually disrupted whatever conventions or systems or
establishments  that  existed  in  his  day.  He  will  always
transcend whatever cages and labels are created to contain
him, especially the one called Christianity. Within this
proper larger understanding of just what the Jesus story
even  is,  we  see  that  Jesus  himself,  again  and  again,
demonstrates how seriously he takes his role in saving and
rescuing  and  redeeming  not  just  everything,  but
everybody.{28}

Bell emphasizes that he believes that salvation comes through



Jesus and Jesus alone saves all people. He refers to Jesus’
words in John 14:6. However, he believes that Jesus may be
found  in  the  numerous  other  religions  but  identified  by
different  names,  symbols,  or  teachings  for  Jesus  as  the
creator is present in all creation. Therefore, Christianity
does  not  have  the  exclusive  message  of  salvation.  Other
religions  contain  the  presence  of  Christ  through  their
teachings. How and where they do, Bell does not explain.

Bell states again that specific knowledge of Jesus and the
message of the cross is not necessary for salvation. “What he
(Jesus) doesn’t say is how, or when, or in what manner the
mechanism functions that gets people to God through him. He
doesn’t even state that those coming to the Father through him
know they are coming exclusively through him. He simply claims
that whatever God is doing in the world to know and redeem and
love and restore the world is happening through him.”{29} So
for  Bell,  salvation  is  possible  without  understanding  who
Jesus is, his atoning work, and the message of the cross.

Bell misunderstands the text of John 14:6 [“I am the way, and
the truth, and the life; no one comes to the Father but
through Me”]. Jesus states that He is the only way to eternal
life. The “mechanism” is faith in Jesus Christ. Truth is found
in  general  revelation,  creation,  and  the  conscience.
Therefore, truth about God can be found studying nature (Rom.
1) and through the moral law within each one of us (Rom. 2).
For this reason, there are teachings that are true in other
religions. For example, many ethical systems in the other
religions  overlap  with  biblical  teachings.  So  truth  that
points to God can be found in general revelation, but saving
knowledge  of  Christ  is  not  found  in  general  revelation.
Salvation  comes  through  the  special  revelation  of  Jesus
Christ. For this reason Paul states, “How, then, can they call
on the one they have not believed in? And how can they believe
in the one of whom they have not heard? And how can they hear
without someone preaching to them? And how can they preach



unless they are sent? As it is written, ‘How beautiful are the
feet  of  those  who  bring  good  news!'”  (Rom.  10:14-5)  Paul
states it is only the specific message of the gospel of Jesus
Christ that saves (Rom. 1:16).

There are several examples in the New Testament that reveal
general revelation was not enough for salvation, but special
revelation was needed. In Acts 10, Cornelius, a God-fearing
Roman  soldier,  believes  in  God  and  lives  a  noble  life.
However, that was not enough. For this reason, God sent Peter
to  present  the  message  of  the  gospel  to  Cornelius.  After
hearing the gospel message, Cornelius and his family receive
the gift of salvation. Therefore, the message of the gospel
must be heard and received for salvation.

Jesus further taught that the message of salvation is narrow
and exclusive. This is not only the nature of the gospel
message but the nature of truth itself. If Jesus is the son of
God, any religion that rejects this truth must be false in its
salvation message. In Matthew 7:13-14, Jesus stated that the
way to eternal life is indeed narrow and only a few find it.
Peter reinforced that Jesus is the only way in Acts 4:12, and
Paul states in 1 Timothy 2:5 that Jesus is the only mediator
between  God  and  man.  If  these  statements  are  true,  then
salvation comes exclusively through Jesus.

It is also logically unreasonable to assume that salvation is
possible through other religions. For example, Islam rejects
the deity of Christ, the death of Christ on the cross, the
resurrection, and salvation by faith in Christ. Many forms of
Buddhism  reject  the  idea  of  a  God.  Hinduism  teaches  that
Brahma  is  an  impersonal  force  and  is  in  a  codependent
relationship with the universe since Brahma is made up of all
things. Since the other religions have significant teachings
contradictory to Christianity, it is unreasonable to conclude
they contain the salvation message of Christ.

So do the stones cry out? There is truth in general revelation



(creation and the conscience) but this truth does not save; it
points one to God (Rom. 1:18-32; 2:12-16). Salvation requires
the gospel message of Christ as stated by Paul in 1 Cor. 15,
that  we  are  sinners,  Christ  died  for  our  sins  and  rose
triumphing over sin, and we are called to receive Him as our
Lord and Savior. Without the gospel message of Christ, one
cannot attain salvation.

Conclusion
Paul warns us very strongly in Galatians 1:8 the danger of
preaching another gospel. Unfortunately, Bell here presents
another gospel and in doing so, presents a false message of
hope that has eternal consequences. In Love Wins, Bell argues
that in the end everyone will be in heaven because that is
God’s will. No one can resist God’s love forever, and if all
are not saved, God is not glorified. However, in changing the
gospel  message  Bell  changes  the  character  of  God  and  the
nature of heaven and hell. God is a God of love, and in His
love He honors the decision of individuals to freely choose
Him or reject Him. Those who reject Christ, have not had their
sins cleansed and cannot enter into the presence of a holy
God. In the end, God upholds His love by honoring the choice
of all individuals and upholds his righteousness by placing
the righteous in His presence and the unrighteous in hell,
away from His holy presence. In the end God wins. That is the
message of the cross.
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When  the  Church  Is  More
Cultural than Christian

July 7, 2011

So, I’m reading this excellent biography of Bonhoeffer right
now, and I’ve been mulling this question. Well, I guess it’s
twofold, really.

Background: You probably know this already, but just in case.
In Nazi Germany the German church pretty much abandoned any
form of orthodox Christianity in order to fit in with the
culture.  Bonhoeffer,  Niemoller  and  others  formed  the
Confessing Church as a stand for true Christianity in the face
of the cultural abdication of the wider church. Most were
either imprisoned or killed for their efforts.

1 – Do you think that the American church is undergoing a
similar shift to fit in with cultural norms on a broad scale
that could threaten orthodox Christianity (clearly, hopefully,
not to the extent of the Reich church, but still, I see some
possible parallels)? What do you think are the areas in which
the American church is most at risk? Why?

2 – Do you think we have leadership that is taking a stand for
orthodoxy in a counter-cultural and true way on the national
scene? If so, who?

Yes. The American church acquiesces to the culture in various
ways which are detrimental to the Gospel. It’s tricky because
it is vital to the Gospel that the Gospel (whose hands and
feet are the church) be relevant. Churches which are highly
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separatist  and  never  adapt  to  or  accommodate  culture  do
violence to the Gospel as well, so it’s tricky. And we’ll none
of us ever get it 100% right. Ever. I keep trying to tell God
humility is overrated; he never listens.

I think there are two veins in which American churches are
perhaps more American than Christian. One is liberal; one is
conservative. (Brilliant, I know.) The tendency is to point
the finger at the other and overreact for fear of falling into
the other’s traps. We’re so focused on not falling into this
trap, that we don’t even notice that what we think is a bunker
is merely another trap of another sort.

Now to your actual question: What are these traps?
Liberal:
Of course there are the far left examples like: Employing poor
hermeneutics which 1) Undercut Scripture as a text which is
not historical or literal at all, and 2) justify sin, usually
sexual sin such as premarital sex and homosexual sex and the
sexually-related  sin  of  abortion.  And  then  there  is  the
slightly more subtle trap of feeling the need to bend over
backwards to kiss the keister of Science. Finally, there is
the  acquiescence  of  the  (pseudo)tolerance  mantra  of
hypermodernism: partly out of fear of being legalistic, partly
because it is more comfortable, we succumb to Relativism.

Conservative:
Employing poor hermeneutics which truncate Scripture as a text
which is entirely literal (it seems to me that this is a very
Western thing to do, but I could be wrong; it could simply be
a human thing to do… we feel more comfortable in black and
white). Such a lack of hermeneutic leads to overly hard-nosed
positions about creation and “the woman issue” among other
things. It also leads to, instead of justifying sin, creating
an extra hedge of rules so that we can be darn sure we avoid
the  undignified,  socially  unacceptable  sins,  perhaps
especially,  sexual  sin.



And then of course there’s the idea of a Christian America; or
that politics can fix every(one else)thing.

Traps for all:
Moralistic Therapeutic Deism is probably a problem for both
sides. So is materialism of course, privatism and spiritual
professionalization—You’d better keep your hands off of my
individual rights and my private life… and: spiritual things
go in one compartment, which is private and has no business
interfering in the public sphere: ie. faith and science and/or
faith and business. Professionalization is also quite Western.
I love this quote from GK Chesterton’s Heretics:

But if we look at the progress of our scientific civilization
we see a gradual increase everywhere of the specialist over
the popular function. Once men sang together round a table in
chorus; now one man sings alone, for the absurd reason that
he can sing better. If scientific civilization goes on (which
is most improbable) only one man will laugh, because he can
laugh better than the rest.

Professionalization  probably  also  includes  running  our
churches too much like businesses.

Finally, Q number 2: Yes. What’s tricky about this is that one
must sometimes be under the radar to be counter-cultural,
partly because when you’re counter-cultural, no one wants to
listen to you! Eugene Peterson, Tim Keller, NT Wright, Nancy
Pearcey,  Os  Guinness  (an  outside  perspective  is  always
helpful) and the Trinity Forum, Jamie Smith, especially in the
area of how we do church and spiritual formation… I’m sure
there are others, including my colleagues who are currently
working on assessing and addressing this issue of cultural
captivity: first creating an Ah-ha moment about our cultural
captivity, and secondly, creating a way out of captivity and
into freedom.

Good question!

http://www.christianpost.com/news/moralistic-therapeutic-deism-the-new-american-religion-6266/
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This blog post originally appeared at
reneamac.com/2011/07/07/when-the-church-is-more-cultural-than-

christian/

Rise  of  the  Planet  of  the
Apes and Social Consciousness
Rise of the Planet of the Apes (2011, Rupert Wyatt) continues
a long movie franchise history of social commentary begun with
the original science fiction classic The Planet of the Apes
(1968, Franklin J. Schaffner). The first movie teemed with
theological  and  political  themes  from  race  relations,  to
church  and  state  struggles,  to  religion  versus  science
debates, to the evolution and creation controversy, to issues
of law and nature and finally nuclear fear. The apocalyptic
masterpiece contains one of the greatest surprise endings in
movie history with astronaut George Taylor (Charlton Heston)
cursing humanity for its murderous tendencies in front of the
ruined Statue of Liberty.

The original movie was followed by a sequel and three prequels
that never regained the intrigue and depth of the first movie
and were criticized for their plunge into movie mediocrity.
Rise of the Planet of the Apes is based loosely on the 1972
prequel Conquest of the Planet of the Apes (J. Lee Thompson).
Not an official remake, Rise moves away from the idea of a
slave revolt that seizes power as the only recourse for the
oppressed,  to  focus  on  the  inherent  danger  of  scientific
transgression against natural limits.

A trailer for the recent ape flick repeats a recurring theme
in the social criticism of new technology when it states: “Our
greatest  discovery  will  become  our  greatest  threat.”  The
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invention of a cure for neural disease leads to intelligence
enhancement in other primates as an unintended consequence and
creates a species of ape capable of competing mentally with
human beings. The lead character Will Rodman (James Franco)
believes he has discovered a cure for Alzheimer’s through a
gene therapy method involving the injection of the virus ALZ
112 into chimpanzees, which allows the brain to heal itself at
the  cellular  level.  The  therapy  has  the  side–effect  of
increasing memory, cognitive capacity and intelligence. When
the  experimental  chimp  attacks  its  handlers  the  Gen-sys
Corporation scraps the project, but not before the chimp gives
birth to a highly intelligent baby that Will adopts to save
from  extermination.  The  baby  chimp  is  named  Caesar  (Andy
Serkis) by Will’s father Charles (John Lithgow), who also
suffers  from  Alzheimer’s  and  is  temporarily  cured  by  the
virus–therapy. Will persuades Gen-sys to restart the program
with a revised virus called ALZ 113 that drastically increases
chimp intelligence, but proves lethal to humans.

After  Caesar  attacks  a  neighbor  while  trying  to  defend
Charles, he is committed to an ape sanctuary where he devises
a plan of escape and seizes the ALZ 113 for his fellow Simian
inmates. The apes manage to escape from the prison, wreak
havoc on San Francisco and overpower a police blockade on the
Golden Gate Bridge in efforts to take refuge in the Redwood
National Forest. Meanwhile, the ALZ 113 has been accidentally
exposed to humans, causing a global epidemic. We are left to
believe the apes will adapt and thrive in their new habitat as
the human population is decimated by a new viral plague of its
own making, thus giving rise to the “planet of the apes.”

The movie is obviously not a prequel to the 2000 remake of the
original, but a reboot, an attempt to restart the series with
a different line of thought. It places the blame for the
intelligent origins of apes on the technological tampering
with genes in the search for a cure to neural disorders and
the desire to enhance human intelligence. The film remains



apocalyptic  in  its  social  criticism,  but  locates  the  new
threat in biotechnology rather than nuclear weapons, as in the
original series. The one voice of conscience, Caroline Aranha
(Freida Pinto), who is Will’s girlfriend and zoo veterinarian,
tells him that the gene therapy “is wrong. . . . You are
trying to control things that are not meant to be controlled.”
The film offers a warning regarding the overly optimistic
expectations of scientific capability to reverse the natural
process of aging and dying. The ultimate negative association
is  made  by  comparing  the  experimental  procedure  of  gene
manipulation to the mythological character of Icarus, the man
who flew too close to the sun and drowned after his wax wings
melted. The allusion appears on a TV set in the background
during the ape rebellion that reports on the Icarus manned
space mission that was poised to enter the Martian atmosphere.
We discover later through a newspaper headline, after the apes
have escaped, that the rocket may be “Lost in Space?”

The latest installment in the franchise falls short of the
original glory of the 1968 film, but foreshadows the arrival
of more movies in the series, hopefully soon. These new movies
will unfold linearly from this new starting point that centers
on a social consciousness concerning the potential dangers of
biotechnology, which has largely replaced nuclear paranoia as
the source for our fears of the future and belief that science
has spun out of control. This science fiction series continues
to present a challenge to our thinking about the belief in the
limitless potential of technological progress in an accessible
and entertaining format.

© Copyright 2011 Probe Ministries



Martial  Arts  and  Just  War
Theory
Dr. Lawrence Terlizzese examines a Christian view of martial
arts in view of the Just War Tradition.

When  I  was  first  asked  to  speak  about  Christianity  and
the Martial Arts I was a little skeptical that a Christian can
practice  Martial  Arts  in  good  conscience.  The  popular
objections immediately came to mind: “Aren’t the Martial Arts
steeped in Zen Buddhist practice?” And, “Should a Christian
really  participate  in  something  as  violent  as  karate?”
Christians commonly object to Martial Arts for such reasons,
even vilifying them as something as bad as witchcraft.

Upon reflection, I realized that the practice of Martial Arts
naturally corresponds to something I have thought long and
hard about: Just War Tradition. A central principal of both
Just  War  thinking  and  the  Martial  Arts  is  personal
self–defense. Just War doctrine states that if a Christian is
unjustly attacked or sees an innocent third party under attack
and has the ability to either prevent the abuse or intervene,
that he or she should do so. What’s more, to fail to render
such aid makes one equally culpable in the crime. In other
words, inaction and apathy in the face of injustice is just as
wrong as the injustice itself.

Just War thinking is usually applied to the relationships
between  governments  and  states  in  times  of  war.  It  helps
Christians and societies decide if a war is morally acceptable
or not and whether it is worthy of their participation. But
there is no logical reason to prevent Christians from applying
this principle at a personal level. After all, the police
cannot possibly be available always and everywhere; we are
sometimes forced to protect ourselves.
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The Violence Objection
As Americans we naturally think that self–defense means owning
a handgun. We live in a gun culture that accepts firearms as a
God–given right protected by Law. Christians generally have no
objections to gun ownership even though the potential for
disaster is obvious. But when it comes to a safer alternative
to guns, such as the Martial Arts, practitioners are met with
a flurry of protests as if they are embracing some foreign
religion. Now, to clear the air, I am entirely in favor of the
Second Amendment right to bear arms. I am simply suggesting
that those individuals who choose to practice the Martial Arts
as a means of self–defense have chosen a safer alternative to
gun ownership. (I assume that the discipline replaces gun
ownership for them. From observation, gun owners and Martial
Arts participants are generally not the same people.)

Guns are so easy to use that the potential for abuse and
misuse is frightening and lethal. The Martial Arts, however,
requires training, discipline and values related to peace and
human dignity. One is taught self–control and respect for life
that must accompany any notion of self–defense. Students are
taught  not  to  kill  but  rather  to  apply  only  the  force
necessary  for  a  given  situation.

One of the ironies of war states that the defender may become
more powerful than the aggressor. This principle was clearly
demonstrated in World War II when the Allies routed the Axis
powers. At this point, if the defending party does not possess
a system of values that imposes limited action out of respect
for human life, then the defender becomes the aggressor by
virtue of his advantage of power. Only a notion of justice
tempered with mercy will prevent the just party from slipping
into injustice and excessive aggression.

At the personal level, it is very difficult to achieve limited
action that seeks to apply only the necessary force when it
comes  to  using  firearms.  For  example,  various  schools  of



Martial Arts often teach restraint in kicking or punching,
using only enough force to defend oneself. Bullets cannot be
recalled and their results are almost always fatal or horribly
injurious. On the other hand, Martial Arts techniques like
karate  are  inherently  limited  in  their  effects—despite
violence–filled popular Kung Fu movies. They are designed to
apply  only  the  force  necessary  to  achieve  the  goal  of
self–defense  without  killing  or  permanently  disabling  the
opponent. Kicks, chops and blocks will always prove less fatal
or damaging than shooting someone at point blank range. The
use of force is never ideal or welcome, but if given the
choice between karate or a .357 magnum for self–defense, the
former clearly comes closer to Christian notions of justice
and mercy than the latter.

The Eastern Mysticism Objection
The second objection, that the Martial Arts are necessarily
tied  to  Eastern  mysticism  and  thus  that  any  Christian
practicing  these  Arts  is  betraying  Christianity,  is  much
easier  to  answer.  The  common  misconception  is  that
Bodhidharma, the founder of Zen, brought the Martial Arts from
India to China in the Sixth Century AD with the spread of Zen
Buddhism. Later, the practice spread to Japan. It is certainly
true that the East has created a synthesis between the Martial
Arts and mystical philosophy, but this creation represents a
fairly modern innovation, especially in Japan with the rise of
the Samurai warrior around 1300 AD. This is the most prominent
symbol of the Martial Arts in the American mind. These Arts
were practiced for millennia before the arrival of Zen in
China or Japan and go as far back as 2000 BC in Mesopotamia.
Historically  speaking,  there  is  no  necessary  connection
between Zen and the Martial Arts.

Philosophically  speaking,  there  is  no  necessary  connection
between  Zen  and  the  Martial  Arts,  either.  Zen  philosophy
teaches  a  way  of  meditation  or  a  means  of  achieving



enlightenment focused on the practical and tangible world as
opposed to the spoken or written word. That is, it doesn’t
rely on sacred texts or traditional reason, but rather on
intuitive  experience.  Zen  adherents  prefer  practice  and
encounter with reality rather than simply talking about it.
Since the Martial Arts are also very practical and physical,
this makes Zen attractive to many Martial Artists, but this
represents an incidental connection, not a logically necessary
one.  The  connection  between  the  two  practices  is  a
convenience. One no more has to be a Buddhist to practice the
Martial Arts than one has to be a Christian to be an American.
Simply put, just because Zen appeals to many Martial Artists
doesn’t mean the two go together essentially. One can do just
fine  without  the  other,  and  that’s  where  Christians  can
reconcile doing Martial Arts with their faith.

However, the notion of Chi [“chee”], or life–force, in the
Martial Arts presents a serious obstacle to many Christians.
This underlying idea states that one must align his or her Chi
in order to be an effective practitioner. Since Chi clearly
represents a pantheist philosophy, a suitable Christian–theist
substitute should replace it. Chi is really nothing more than
right attitude, enthusiasm and concentration; it signifies the
power of the focused mind rather than a mystical supernatural
energy we can draw from. As in all sports and disciplines of
any kind, one must focus the mind. This is no different for
the Martial Artist than for the marksman who must aim at a
target or a ball player who must kick or hit a ball. The body
follows the mind.

As Christians legitimately concerned with the compromise of
faith  with  Eastern  mysticism  or  a  violent  culture,  a
conceptual union of Just War thinking and the Martial Arts
creates  an  excellent  theological  and  practical  tool  to
reconcile both currents in American society. So, if after
considering this perspective your conscience is clear, enjoy
the Martial Arts for the sport, discipline and art form that



they can be.
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Bringing the Truth of Christ
to Your Generation
Are you a believer wondering if you’re part of a dwindling
population? Do people who follow hard after Christ—and show it
by their actions and attitudes—seem to be a vanishing breed?
Do you get the feeling that we’re living in a post–Christian
culture? We’re not announcing the end of the Church in America
and the West, but there is much cause for concern. We have the
evidence straight from the mouths of believers—many of them
caught up in captivity to the culture.

Here at Probe, we have been analyzing both existing and new
original survey data to obtain a better grip on the realities
of born-again faith in America today. Although the evangelical
church has remained fairly constant in size as a percentage of
our population over the last twenty years, these surveys show
its impact on our society has continued to decline as the
percentage of non–Christians has grown considerably over the
same period. We see two reasons for this change:

1. The increased acceptance of pluralism removes the felt
need to share our faith with others. In our new Barna survey,
almost one half of all born-again 18- to 40-year-olds believe
that  Jesus  is  one  way  to  eternal  life,  but  Buddhism,
Hinduism, Islam, etc. when followed well, will also result in
eternal life.

2. Captivity to the culture rather than to Christ’s truth
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shapes believers’ perspectives on nearly every aspect of
life. The recent National Study of Youth & Religion, a survey
of 18- to 23-year-olds, shows that only a quarter of those
affiliated with an evangelical church have a consistent set
of biblical theological beliefs and that less than 2% of them
combine those theological beliefs with a consistent set of
biblical beliefs on behaviors and attitudes.

A combination of pluralism and cultural captivity eliminates
both the reason for and the evidence of changed lives needed
to effectively share the great news of the gospel of Jesus
Christ. However, these problems are not unique to our time and
country. In fact, these problems were key issues addressed in
the letters of Peter, John and Paul back in the first century.
In  this  article,  we  will  use  the  writings  of  Peter  to
introduce Paul’s response to this problem as laid out in the
book of Colossians with special emphasis on Col. 4:2-6.

As advocates of apologetics and a biblical worldview, we often
focus on 1 Peter 3:15, which exhorts us to always be ready to
give a defense for the hope of the gospel to anyone who asks.
However, Peter points out that our testimony for Christ, goes
far beyond our ability to make a reasoned defense. In the
first  chapter  of  his  letter,  Peter  provides  an  excellent
description of the hope of the gospel. He makes it clear that
only through the resurrection of Christ can we can receive
eternal life. He then goes on to describe the ways that we are
called to “proclaim the excellencies of Him who called us out
of darkness into His marvelous light.” Specifically, we are
told to proclaim Christ through:

• our excellent behavior (1 Peter 2:11-17),

• our right relationships with others (1 Peter 2:18–3:14),

• a verbal explanation of why we believe the good news (1
Peter 3:15-16), and



• sound judgment for the purpose of prayer (1 Peter 4:7)

As our behavior and relationships cause observers to ask us to
fully explain the hope that is driving these actions, we have
the  opportunity  to  speak  the  truth  to  them  with  words
empowered by prayer (1 Peter 3:15-16). So Peter makes it clear
that  pluralism  and  cultural  captivity  are  counter  to  the
message of the gospel as portrayed in the lives of genuine
believers.

Given this message from Peter, let’s take a more in–depth look
at  how  Paul  addresses  this  topic  in  his  letter  to  the
Colossians. In the first two chapters, Paul gives an in–depth
description of what the gospel is and what it is not. In the
New American Standard version, the reader is told to “set your
mind on the things above” where we are living with Christ.
Because we are residents of heaven, we need to consider our
life on earth from that eternal perspective. From this point
on in the letter, Paul lays out the same four instructions as
Peter laid out on how we are to share Christ in this world.

In Colossians 3:5–17, we are given the standard for excellent
behavior  that  our  new  self  is  being  renewed  to  live  in
accordance  with.  As  Paul  makes  clear  in  the  first  two
chapters, this excellent behavior is not a qualification for
heaven; after all, according to Colossians 2:9,  the audience
of believers is already “complete in Christ.” Rather, the
purpose of our excellent behavior is so the world can get a
savory taste of heavenly living.

Then,  in  Colossians  3:18–4:1,  Paul  instructs  us  on  the
importance of good relationships in our families and at work.
It is through our good relationships that the world can see
the true meaning of “love your neighbor as you love yourself.”
As Paul points out, in all of these relationships “it is the
Lord Christ whom you serve.”

Paul then points to the remaining aspects of fully proclaiming



Christ: through our prayers and our words. He addresses our
prayer life as follows:

Devote yourselves to prayer, keeping alert in it with an
attitude of thanksgiving;  praying at the same time for us as
well, that God will open up to us a door for the word, so
that we may speak forth the mystery of Christ, for which I
have also been imprisoned; that I may make it clear in the
way I ought to speak (Col. 4:2-4).

First, we are to devote ourselves to prayer, making it a
strong player in ordering our lives. I think that “keeping
alert in it” gives us the idea that we are to be ready to take
something  to  prayer  at  any  time  during  our  busy  daily
schedule. Prayer is not to be strictly relegated to a set
prayer time, but rather a real–time, always–on communication
with God in response to the interactions and challenges of our
day. Paul also indicates we should not be praying as a rote
habit, but rather with an attitude of thanksgiving, knowing
that God hears and responds to our prayers.

Secondly, Paul gives us a consistent topic for our prayers:
that God would open up a door for the word in the lives of
those who need to hear. We may live a life characterized by
excellent behavior and good relationships. But, if we are not
praying that God will use our lives to open up a door for the
gospel, then we are short–circuiting the purpose of God in our
lives. Let me say it directly to you: If you are not seeing
doors opening for the word through your life, perhaps you
should ask, “What am I praying for? Am I praying that God will
open up opportunities for me to share Christ with others?”

Note that in the first chapter of Colossians, Paul explains
the mystery of Christ we are to “speak forth” saying,

. . .That I might fully carry out the preaching of the word
of God, that is, the mystery which has been hidden from the
past ages and generations, but has now been manifested to His



saints, to whom God willed to make known what is the riches
of the glory of this mystery among the Gentiles, which is
Christ in you, the hope of glory” (Col. 1:25-27).

We  are  praying  for  an  open  door  to  speak  forth  so  that
everyone can receive the promise of eternal glory through
receiving Christ in their lives. In other words, we need to
actively ask God to give us entrée into others’ lives to
communicate  the  gospel  so  they  can  receive  the  riches  of
eternal life along with us. Do we really want this? It’s a
prayer God is sure to answer. If so, we’re living according to
a biblical worldview in one more essential way. If not, we
risk the loss of succeeding generations.

Finally,  Paul  addresses  the  importance  of  our  words  in
fulfilling our purpose as followers of Christ:

Conduct yourselves with wisdom toward outsiders, making the
most of the opportunity. Let your speech always be with
grace, as though seasoned with salt, so that you will know
how you should respond to each person (Col. 4:5-6).

We need to be wise in our relationships with those who don’t
know Christ. The verse literally says we are to redeem the
time spent with unbelievers. As followers of Christ, we have
the privilege of taking the most temporal and earth–bound
thing in the world, time, and converting it into something of
eternal value through our behavior, our relationships, our
prayers and the words we speak.

We are to make the most of each opportunity to season our
speech with the grace of Christ. If our speech is regularly
salted with references to God’s grace in our lives, we can
tell from someone’s reaction how we should respond to them. If
we are not looking for it, how can we know when God answers
our prayers to provide an open door for the gospel? And why
would we be praying for it unless we value what God is saying



to us here?

In summary, we must make clear to upcoming generations of
evangelicals that we have a consistent message from Christ and
His apostles on these two points:

1. Jesus Christ is the unique Son of God and the only
possible  way  to  eternal  life.  Religious  pluralism  just
doesn’t work.

2.  We  are  called  to  live  distinctly  different  lives—as
captives  of  Christ  not  our  culture—in  our  behavior,
relationships,  prayers  and  speech.  Why?  In  order  to  be
representatives of the good news of Jesus Christ in a world
that desperately needs Him.

If we choose to live our lives as if these statements are
untrue,  we  have  allowed  ourselves  to  be  deceived  by  the
persuasive arguments of the world. Let’s make the choice not
to  be  taken  captive  and,  instead,  be  bold  and  caring  in
proclaiming the truth for our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.
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(Ir)Responsible Critique: The
Rob Bell Affair
Have you heard all the brouhaha over the new book by pastor
Rob Bell, Love Wins: Heaven, Hell, and the Fate of Every
Person Who Ever Lived? Bell seems to be one of those prominent
Christians who are either loved or hated. He is a well–known
member of the emerging church and has been associated (rightly
or wrongly) with a particular stream of it called the Emergent
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Church. It can be hard to keep all the labels straight and
which belongs on which person, and I won’t try to iron it all
out here. What’s significant, though, is that Bell has been
accused of playing fast and loose with historic Christian
doctrine. The specific accusation now is universalism, the
belief that everyone will be saved. Just as I won’t try to
sort out the emerging/Emergent arms of the church, I won’t go
into  detail  on  Bell’s  beliefs  either.  In  fact,  it’s  the
reactions to (or, I should say, against) Bell’s book that I’m
interested in.

I first heard about Bell’s forthcoming book some weeks ago.
Last week a friend posted a link to an interview of Rob Bell
by MSNBC’s Martin Bashir conducted on Monday, March 14{1}. I
watched the interview online the next day and then did a
search on the Net and found dozens of blogs and web sites with
articles about it and the book.

Two things stood out to me. First, quite a few of the writers
had not read Bell’s book. They had read a blog or two by
people who had. One reviewer acknowledged that he had based an
early review on nothing more than a publisher’s description, a
video by Bell, and a few chapters of the book{2}. It’s risky
business to criticize a book one hasn’t read. But more on that
later.

Second, there was a heatedness about the responses that gave
away,  I  think,  either  simply  a  strong  reaction  against
universalism, or a strong reaction against Bell because of his
views before the book was published, or both. The name “Rob
Bell”  quickly  draws  an  “ooh,  boy”  response  from  some
Christians (okay, a lot of Christians), and the charge of
universalism sets the keyboards clicking. Bell is a lightning
rod for controversy. Some would say he brings it on himself.
Even though he says he isn’t a universalist, people are saying
he must be on the basis of his views. That remains to be seen
for me because I haven’t read the book yet. In fact, I haven’t
heard much from him at all. Most of what I know about him I’ve



gotten second–hand. Or third. Or fourth.

After glancing at a number of blogs about Bell’s book, I
turned back to Martin Bashir’s interview with him. To be quite
honest, I was impressed, but not in the positive sense. It
wasn’t a good interview. Bloggers talked about how Bashir
really nailed Bell. Someone said Bashir was tough on Bell
because he got a free ride in other interviews. He wanted to
get the truth. Bashir himself made that claim in an interview
with Paul Edwards.{3} One writer said Bell was “gutted” by
Bashir. Another said Bashir made Bell squirm. Still another
said Bashir knows more about Christianity than Bell does.

Bloggers were really annoyed at how hard it is to pin Bell
down on his beliefs. Were they annoyed? Or were they, in fact,
pleased?

That’s  a  strange  question,  isn’t  it?  Why  would  people  be
pleased? What I’m going to say next does not by any means
apply to everyone who has criticized Bell for his views or for
his manner in interviews. I’ve heard and read snippets of
reviews that stayed on point and kept the fire in check. But I
also saw, as I’ve seen plenty of times in my years of doing
apologetics,  what  looked  like  real  excitement  at  the
opportunity to light into someone for his false views. Just
the possibility of heresy brought out the best (or worst) in
heresy hunters. Apologists are attuned to ideas that don’t
accord  with  Christianity,  and,  unfortunately,  sometimes  an
opportunity  to  do  battle  outruns  good  sense  and  common
courtesy.

It could be that someone reading this right now will have read
Love Wins and is wondering, because of the direction of this
article,  whether  I  am  defending  Bell  in  his  (purported)
universalism. I am not. I reject universalism. Probe rejects
universalism. My concern here is the way the whole issue has
been dealt with by the Christian community.



As  I  noted  above,  Bell  himself  has  denied  being  a
universalist. Well, that’s rather inconvenient, isn’t it? Some
have responded by saying things like, If it smells like a dog
and looks like a dog and barks like a dog, it’s a dog. And
after reading Bell’s book, I might find myself agreeing that
he sure sounds like a universalist. But there’s something that
can be done to find out for sure (or get closer to the truth).
One could simply ask him his understanding of universalism!
That wasn’t done in the Bashir interview. The interviewer
passed up a great opportunity to guide the interview in a more
fruitful  direction  when  he  said  nothing  to  Bell’s  brief
comment about human free will. Free will is a problem for
universalists. If Mr. Bashir had asked him about that, the
interview might have been more interesting and fruitful.

The point of this article is no more to attack Mr. Bashir’s
interview than it is to examine Bell’s beliefs. What I want to
talk about is how we react in situations such as these. What
good is it to pass around second– and third–hand reports about
something this important, especially when others have already
done it? Are we afraid that the rest of the Christian world
will be buffaloed by a smooth–talking pastor and dragged into
the depths of heresy if we don’t alert them right now? Or do
we just like the sounds of our own voices?

That’s really harsh, isn’t it? Maybe. But I don’t mean to
universalize; I’m just trying to raise our awareness of how we
respond to issues such as these.

What  I  want  to  do  is  list  some  principles  I  think  are
important as we face opportunities to publicly critique other
people’s views—principles that are especially appropriate for
Christians critiquing Christians. Before doing that, I should
answer  the  question,  what’s  wrong  with  quick  and  sharp
corrections? I’ve already given some hints by pointing at some
responses I think have been off the mark. Let me be more
specific.



First, there is the possibility of getting the person wrong
and spreading slanderous accusations. There is no room for
that  anywhere,  but  especially  in  the  Church.  In–church
discussions are rarely kept there anymore; it’s all out there
on the Web for everyone to see. We dishonor each other and our
Lord when we carry on these fights in public, and we make it
worse when we get it wrong.

Second, we work against our own goal of helping people learn
to discern when we show a lack of discernment ourselves, when
the example we give is shoot first and ask questions later.

Third, we don’t advance our own knowledge and understanding
when  we  see  what  looks  like  a  heresy  and  start  shooting
without finding out what it is we’re shooting at.

I propose these few principles of critiquing others’ views for
your consideration. These, of course, apply to all people. But
here I’m primarily thinking about Christians responding to
Christians:

First, don’t be hasty. If real heresy is afoot, a delay of a
week or so in raising the alarm can’t hurt. On the other
hand, having to apologize for getting something wrong can be
rather painful.

Second, beware of jumping on the bandwagon. When we were
kids playing football, we loved nothing more than to pile on
the guy who got tackled. It was lots of fun (until I was the
one on the bottom!). Piling on in the present context can
actually work to the benefit of the person being criticized,
because  the  piling  on  can  evoke  sympathy  in  people,
especially  his  own  followers.

Third,  know  the  person’s  position.  Know  the  person’s
position.  May  I  say  it  yet  again?  Know  the  person’s
position!  Let  me  expand  on  this.

For one thing, nothing makes an apologist look worse than



waxing eloquently and passionately against something only to
find  out  he  misunderstood  what  the  other  person  said  or
thought. This brings to mind the late Gilda Radner’s character
Emily Litella on Saturday Night Live who would go on and on
about something and then be told she’d misunderstood. “Never
mind,” she’d say. Getting it right may still not get you a
hearing, but getting it wrong definitely won’t.

To  help  get  it  right,  don’t  rely  exclusively  on  others’
knowledge of the matter and their critiques. We don’t all have
the luxury of time to read a lot of books and articles and we
may  not  have  the  expertise  to  rightly  evaluate  a  certain
position. We all rely to some extent on authorities. But if we
do that all the time, we’ll be getting a lot of one–sided
understandings. When apologists go after other people’s views,
we usually don’t spend a lot of time on the parts with which
we agree! So you could be hearing only part of what the person
actually thinks, and that part by itself could be misleading.

Another principle for getting it right is, don’t key in on
buzz words to the exclusion of explanations. This happened at
least to some extent, I think, with Rob Bell. People called
him a universalist, noted that universalism was denounced as a
heresy way back in the sixth century, and then denounced him.
By the time you read this, I may have read Bell’s book and
decided  that,  indeed,  he  is  a  universalist  despite  his
protests to the contrary. But in the process, I hope I will
have a greater understanding of what universalism is and why
people believe it.

For  example,  I’m  especially  interested  in  seeing  how
universalists work out the tension between the great love of
God poured out in the supreme sacrifice of his Son (which is
sufficient for all) and the freedom to choose on the part of
people who don’t want what Jesus offers. Are people free to
reject God? If so, how can it be that everyone will be saved?
These two things—the love of God and human free will—seem to
come into conflict. To pursue that conflict could result in



very  fruitful  conversation.  Just  keying  in  on  the  word
universalism and lashing out would prevent the development of
my own understanding.

A  second  problem  with  focusing  on  the  buzz  word  without
further developing it is that one would not be able to help
other people think through it who are confused about the issue
and need more than just a label and summary dismissal.

One last point about getting it right: everyone deserves the
respect that is shown in getting their views correct. You and
I would like people to treat us that way, and we should do the
same for others.

So don’t be hasty; don’t jump on the bandwagon; and get the
person’s position right. One more:

Fourth, beware of reading in bad motives. Some bloggers said
that Bell was deliberately evasive. Martin Bashir suggested
that it would be bad for Bell’s popularity (and for the sale
of  his  book)  to  give  straight  answers  (or  to  be
“categoric”). What’s the point of that? Maybe he’s right.
But maybe he’s very wrong. It does absolutely nothing to
advance the discussion of the ideas being propounded to
engage in such speculation. Personal motivations can be
discussed, but we’d better be very sure of ourselves before
discussing them (and have very good reasons for doing so).
To suggest bad motives before establishing one’s case very
well on better grounds is to commit the logical fallacy
called poisoning the well.

To sum up, all this boils down to the simple exercise of good
manners,  a  demonstration  of  Christian  charity,  and  the
requirements  of  intellectual  excellence  and  integrity.  To
modify a quote from Preston Jones, “Shoddy thinking with a
Christian face on it is still shoddy thinking.”{4} Let’s know
what we’re talking about before we say it.

Notes



1. The interview can be seen on Youtube under the title “MSNBC
Host Makes Rob Bell Squirm: ‘You’re Amending The Gospel So
That It’s Palatable!’” www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vg-qgmJ7nzA
2.  Justin  Taylor,
thegospelcoalition.org/blogs/justintaylor/2011/02/26/rob–bell–
universalist. Later, Taylor posted a link to a more thorough
review  by  Kevin  DeYoung:
thegospelcoalition.org/blogs/justintaylor/2011/03/13/rob
–bells–love–wins–a–response
3.  The  audio  interview  is  available  on  Edwards’  God  and
Culture  Web  site:
www.godandculture.com/blog/msnbcs–martin–bashir–on–the–paul
–edwards–program. This is the actual audio interview.
4.  Preston  Jones,  a  professor  of  history  at  John  Brown
University  once  wrote,  “Scholarly  incompetence  with  a
Christian face on it is still incompetence.” Preston Jones,
“How to Serve Time,” Christianity Today, April
2, 2001, 51.
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Bashing Rob Bell: On Offering
a Responsible Critique
Have you heard all the brouhaha over the new book by pastor
Rob Bell, Love Wins: Heaven, Hell, and the Fate of Every
Person Who Ever Lived? Bell seems to be one of those prominent
Christians who are either loved or hated. He is a well–known
member of the emerging church and has been associated (rightly
or wrongly) with a particular stream of it called the Emergent
Church. It can be hard to keep all the labels straight and
which belongs on which person, and I won’t try to iron it all
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out here. What’s significant, though, is that Bell has been
accused of playing fast and loose with historic Christian
doctrine. The specific accusation now is universalism, the
belief that everyone will be saved. Just as I won’t try to
sort out the emerging/Emergent arms of the church, I won’t go
into  detail  on  Bell’s  beliefs  either.  In  fact,  it’s  the
reactions to (or, I should say, against) Bell’s book that I’m
interested in.

I first heard about Bell’s forthcoming book some weeks ago.
Last week a friend posted a link to an interview of Rob Bell
by MSNBC’s Martin Bashir conducted on Monday, March 14{1}. I
watched the interview online the next day and then did a
search on the Net and found dozens of blogs and web sites with
articles about it and the book.

Two things stood out to me. First, quite a few of the writers
had not read Bell’s book. They had read a blog or two by
people who had. One reviewer acknowledged that he had based an
early review on nothing more than a publisher’s description, a
video by Bell, and a few chapters of the book{2}. It’s risky
business to criticize a book one hasn’t read. But more on that
later.

Second, there was a heatedness about the responses that gave
away,  I  think,  either  simply  a  strong  reaction  against
universalism, or a strong reaction against Bell because of his
views before the book was published, or both. The name “Rob
Bell”  quickly  draws  an  “ooh,  boy”  response  from  some
Christians (okay, a lot of Christians), and the charge of
universalism sets the keyboards clicking. Bell is a lightning
rod for controversy. Some would say he brings it on himself.
Even though he says he isn’t a universalist, people are saying
he must be on the basis of his views. That remains to be seen
for me because I haven’t read the book yet. In fact, I haven’t
heard much from him at all. Most of what I know about him I’ve
gotten second–hand. Or third. Or fourth.



After glancing at a number of blogs about Bell’s book, I
turned back to Martin Bashir’s interview with him. To be quite
honest, I was impressed, but not in the positive sense. It
wasn’t a good interview. Bloggers talked about how Bashir
really nailed Bell. Someone said Bashir was tough on Bell
because he got a free ride in other interviews. He wanted to
get the truth. Bashir himself made that claim in an interview
with Paul Edwards.{3} One writer said Bell was “gutted” by
Bashir. Another said Bashir made Bell squirm. Still another
said Bashir knows more about Christianity than Bell does.

Bloggers were really annoyed at how hard it is to pin Bell
down on his beliefs. Were they annoyed? Or were they, in fact,
pleased?

That’s  a  strange  question,  isn’t  it?  Why  would  people  be
pleased? What I’m going to say next does not by any means
apply to everyone who has criticized Bell for his views or for
his manner in interviews. I’ve heard and read snippets of
reviews that stayed on point and kept the fire in check. But I
also saw, as I’ve seen plenty of times in my years of doing
apologetics,  what  looked  like  real  excitement  at  the
opportunity to light into someone for his false views. Just
the possibility of heresy brought out the best (or worst) in
heresy hunters. Apologists are attuned to ideas that don’t
accord  with  Christianity,  and,  unfortunately,  sometimes  an
opportunity  to  do  battle  outruns  good  sense  and  common
courtesy.

It could be that someone reading this right now will have read
Love Wins and is wondering, because of the direction of this
article,  whether  I  am  defending  Bell  in  his  (purported)
universalism. I am not. I reject universalism. Probe rejects
universalism. My concern here is the way the whole issue has
been dealt with by the Christian community.

As  I  noted  above,  Bell  himself  has  denied  being  a
universalist. Well, that’s rather inconvenient, isn’t it? Some



have responded by saying things like, If it smells like a dog
and looks like a dog and barks like a dog, it’s a dog. And
after reading Bell’s book, I might find myself agreeing that
he sure sounds like a universalist. But there’s something that
can be done to find out for sure (or get closer to the truth).
One could simply ask him his understanding of universalism!
That wasn’t done in the Bashir interview. The interviewer
passed up a great opportunity to guide the interview in a more
fruitful  direction  when  he  said  nothing  to  Bell’s  brief
comment about human free will. Free will is a problem for
universalists. If Mr. Bashir had asked him about that, the
interview might have been more interesting and fruitful.

The point of this article is no more to attack Mr. Bashir’s
interview than it is to examine Bell’s beliefs. What I want to
talk about is how we react in situations such as these. What
good is it to pass around second– and third–hand reports about
something this important, especially when others have already
done it? Are we afraid that the rest of the Christian world
will be buffaloed by a smooth–talking pastor and dragged into
the depths of heresy if we don’t alert them right now? Or do
we just like the sounds of our own voices?

That’s really harsh, isn’t it? Maybe. But I don’t mean to
universalize; I’m just trying to raise our awareness of how we
respond to issues such as these.

What  I  want  to  do  is  list  some  principles  I  think  are
important as we face opportunities to publicly critique other
people’s views—principles that are especially appropriate for
Christians critiquing Christians. Before doing that, I should
answer  the  question,  what’s  wrong  with  quick  and  sharp
corrections? I’ve already given some hints by pointing at some
responses I think have been off the mark. Let me be more
specific.

First. there is the possibility of getting the person wrong
and spreading slanderous accusations. There is no room for



that  anywhere,  but  especially  in  the  Church.  In–church
discussions are rarely kept there anymore; it’s all out there
on the Web for everyone to see. We dishonor each other and our
Lord when we carry on these fights in public, and we make it
worse when we get it wrong.

Second, we work against our own goal of helping people learn
to discern when we show a lack of discernment ourselves, when
the example we give is shoot first and ask questions later.

Third, we don’t advance our own knowledge and understanding
when  we  see  what  looks  like  a  heresy  and  start  shooting
without finding out what it is we’re shooting at.

I propose these few principles of critiquing others’ views for
your consideration. These, of course, apply to all people. But
here I’m primarily thinking about Christians responding to
Christians:

First, don’t be hasty. If real heresy is afoot, a delay of a
week or so in raising the alarm can’t hurt. On the other
hand, having to apologize for getting something wrong can be
rather painful.

Second, beware of jumping on the bandwagon. When we were kids
playing football, we loved nothing more than to pile on the
guy who got tackled. It was lots of fun (until I was the one
on  the  bottom!).  Piling  on  in  the  present  context  can
actually work to the benefit of the person being criticized,
because  the  piling  on  can  evoke  sympathy  in  people,
especially  his  own  followers.

Third,  know  the  person’s  position.  Know  the  person’s
position. May I say it yet again? Know the person’s position!
Let me expand on this.

For one thing, nothing makes an apologist look worse than
waxing eloquently and passionately against something only to



find  out  he  misunderstood  what  the  other  person  said  or
thought. This brings to mind the late Gilda Radner’s character
Emily Litella on Saturday Night Live who would go on and on
about something and then be told she’d misunderstood. “Never
mind,” she’d say. Getting it right may still not get you a
hearing, but getting it wrong definitely won’t.

To  help  get  it  right,  don’t  rely  exclusively  on  others’
knowledge of the matter and their critiques. We don’t all have
the luxury of time to read a lot of books and articles and we
may  not  have  the  expertise  to  rightly  evaluate  a  certain
position. We all rely to some extent on authorities. But if we
do that all the time, we’ll be getting a lot of one–sided
understandings. When apologists go after other people’s views,
we usually don’t spend a lot of time on the parts with which
we agree! So you could be hearing only part of what the person
actually thinks, and that part by itself could be misleading.

Another principle for getting it right is, don’t key in on
buzz words to the exclusion of explanations. This happened at
least to some extent, I think, with Rob Bell. People called
him a universalist, noted that universalism was denounced as a
heresy way back in the sixth century, and then denounced him.
By the time you read this, I may have read Bell’s book and
decided  that,  indeed,  he  is  a  universalist  despite  his
protests to the contrary. But in the process, I hope I will
have a greater understanding of what universalism is and why
people believe it.

For  example,  I’m  especially  interested  in  seeing  how
universalists work out the tension between the great love of
God poured out in the supreme sacrifice of his Son (which is
sufficient for all) and the freedom to choose on the part of
people who don’t want what Jesus offers. Are people free to
reject God? If so, how can it be that everyone will be saved?
These two things—the love of God and human free will—seem to
come into conflict. To pursue that conflict could result in
very  fruitful  conversation.  Just  keying  in  on  the  word



universalism and lashing out would prevent the development of
my own understanding.

A  second  problem  with  focusing  on  the  buzz  word  without
further developing it is that one would not be able to help
other people think through it who are confused about the issue
and need more than just a label and summary dismissal.

One last point about getting it right: everyone deserves the
respect that is shown in getting their views correct. You and
I would like people to treat us that way, and we should do the
same for others.

So don’t be hasty; don’t jump on the bandwagon; and get the
person’s position right. One more:

Fourth, beware of reading in bad motives. Some bloggers said
that Bell was deliberately evasive. Martin Bashir suggested
that it would be bad for Bell’s popularity (and for the sale
of his book) to give straight answers (or to be “categoric”).
What’s the point of that? Maybe he’s right. But maybe he’s
very  wrong.  It  does  absolutely  nothing  to  advance  the
discussion of the ideas being propounded to engage in such
speculation. Personal motivations can be discussed, but we’d
better be very sure of ourselves before discussing them (and
have very good reasons for doing so). To suggest bad motives
before establishing one’s case very well on better grounds is
to commit the logical fallacy called poisoning the well.

To sum up, all this boils down to the simple exercise of good
manners,  a  demonstration  of  Christian  charity,  and  the
requirements  of  intellectual  excellence  and  integrity.  To
modify a quote from Preston Jones, “Shoddy thinking with a
Christian face on it is still shoddy thinking.”{4} Let’s know
what we’re talking about before we say it.

Notes



1. The interview can be seen on Youtube under the title “MSNBC
Host Makes Rob Bell Squirm: ‘You’re Amending The Gospel So
That It’s Palatable!’” www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vg-qgmJ7nzA.

2. Justin Taylor,
thegospelcoalition.org/blogs/justintaylor/2011/02/26/rob–bell–
universalist. Later, Taylor posted a link to a more thorough
review by Kevin DeYoung:
thegospelcoalition.org/blogs/justintaylor/2011/03/13/rob–bells
–love–wins–a–response

3. The audio interview is available on Edwards’ God and
Culture Web site:
www.godandculture.com/blog/msnbcs–martin–bashir–on–the–paul–ed
wards–program. This is the actual audio interview.

4. Preston Jones, a professor of history at John Brown
University once wrote, “Scholarly incompetence with a
Christian face on it is still incompetence.” Preston Jones,
“How to Serve Time,” Christianity Today, April 2, 2001, 51.
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